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351: Antique framed oil on canvas painting of Medieval

USD 700 - 900

Antique framed oil on canvas painting of Medieval knight by artist Berte. Signed in right lower corner. Dimensions in frame - 20" x
13", without frame - 16" x 9"

352: Very fine antique painting on porcelain depicting armed

USD 800 - 1,200

Very fine antique painting on porcelain depicting armed sleeping Turkish soldier by listed Austrian artist Josef Zasche ( 1821-1881
).Signed in right lower corner. Dimensions in frame - 15" x 11", without frame - 10 1/2" x 6 1/2"

353: 19th C. Table Clock in a form of Medieval Knight Helmet

USD 500 - 800

19th C. Table Clock in a form of Medieval Knight Helmet. A fascinating antique gentlemen's clock hidden inside a Medieval style
German closed Burgonet helmet. Once richly decorated with gold painted miniatures of early mythological and floral motifs. Missing
its dial, but still a very attractive decorative item. Height: 13" Width: 12" Length: 9"

354: Group of 6 Hand Made Sculptures of Comical Medieval

USD 400 - 500

Group of 6 Hand Made Sculptures of Comical Medieval Soldiers, Signed by Michel Laude. This is an amazing sculpture grouping of
mixed metals, by French artist Michel Laude. 6 Soldiers with weapons in comical positions. Height sizes vary from 8" to 12". Very
Funny stuff.

355: Outstanding 17th C. English Cromwellian or German

USD 3,500 - 4,500

A very large and well-built example forged of strong steel with the raised ridge on top of the skull, large riveted visor and large hinged
ear flaps. Adorned with a series of steel rivets and nice decorations. A very attractive helmet, most likely officers type from around
English civil war era or slightly earlier.

356: 17th - 18th C. Spanish or Italian Morion Cabasset

USD 2,500 - 3,500

A very good early example of strong steel forged in two halves. Decorated with a series of brass and steel flower shaped rivets.
Inside retaining its original blackened finish. Possibly an officers helmet of very good quality.

357: Very Fine 18th C. Islamic Arabic Silver SAIF Shamshir

USD 3,500 - 4,500

Very Fine 18th C. Islamic Arabic Silver SAIF Shamshir Sword. An exceptionally fine and early example of traditional Arab form, in its
silver furniture with lovely chased details and intricate ornaments. Mounted with a broad lightly curved blade having etched panels to
each side of ricasso and geometrical etched pattern to the spine. Most likely an 18th century to very early 19th century piece,
definitely made for a figure of status and rank. A very similar Museum example featured in the book. Overall length" 36". Blade
length: 29 1/2"
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358: 18th-19th C. Islamic Ottoman Turkish Damascus PALA

USD 3,500 - 4,500

18th-19th C. Islamic Ottoman Turkish Damascus PALA Kilij Sword. Of a very desirable type mostly used by Ottoman warriors in the
1700s and up to the early 1800s era, this one with a very impressive Damascus steel blade having gold inlaid cartouches with
Islamic calligraphy and makers mark, other gold inlaid elements along the spine and distinctive high raised tip area. In its brass
mounts with fine horn grips of traditional pistol grip shape. Overall length: 33 3/4". Blade length: 28 1/4"

359: Huge 19th C. Persian QUADARA Sword Dagger with Silver

USD 1,200 - 1,800

Huge 19th C. Persian QUADARA Sword Dagger with Silver mounts. A very impressive example of exceptional length and extreme
combat-worthy qualities, having a broad double edged blade with deep off-set fuller, one side with partially worn silver inlaid maker
marks. With its horn grips having fine filigree silver bosses and in its original shark skin covered scabbard with leather trimmings.
Overall length: 31 1/4". Blade length: 23 1/2"

360: 18th - 19th C. Islamic Turkish or Persian Battle Mace

USD 1,000 - 1,500

18th - 19th C. Islamic Turkish or Persian Battle Mace with Calligraphy. A dangerous percussion weapon used by Islamic warriors for
centuries, of well forged and hardened steel having 6-flang head construction, each fully etched with Islamic calligraphy to both sides
as well as the steel areas of the shaft, the rest of the shaft covered with alligator skin. Overall length: 23". Head: 5" x 4"

361: Rare 17th - 18th C. Islamic or Asian Halberd Spear Head

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Rare 17th - 18th C. Islamic or Asian Halberd Spear Head with Gold inlaid decorations. Interesting and very early weapon of strong
forged steel featuring a distinctive form and extensive gold inlaid decorations to both sides. Possibly Sri Lanka or one of the
neighboring Asian countries. Overall length: 12 1/2 Blade length: 7 1/2"

362: Very Fine 18th C. Ottoman Turkish Wootz Damascus

USD 8,000 - 12,000

Very Fine 18th C. Ottoman Turkish Wootz Damascus SHAMSHIR Sword by "Assad Allah". A very large example of exceptional
quality by one of the most famous and dsirable makers of 18th century, featuring a Unique configuration of the very fine watered
steel blade, with extensive gold inlaid decorations to both sides and scalloped spine. With its gilt silver cross guard and fine horn
grips of traditional form. Museum quality and rarity blade, a true find for any collector of Islamic weapons and art. Overall length: 41".
Blade length: 35 1/2"

363: Good 18th-19th C. Islamic Arabic Damascus SAIF Shamshir

USD 2,000 - 3,000

Good 18th-19th C. Islamic Arabic Damascus SAIF Shamshir Sword. In its silver furniture with elements of Niello enamel decorations
to scabbard, mounted with a curved large fullered blade exhibiting active patterns of Damascus steel and traces of engraved
decorations. With its original silver chain knuckle bow. Overall length: 36 1/2". Blade length: 31 3/4"

364: Interesting 19th C. Islamic Persian or Turkish Helmet

USD 800 - 1,200

Interesting 19th C. Islamic Persian or Turkish Helmet . Of a Khula-Khud form but quite unusual in the style of decorations, possibly a
Parade example or made by a special order, having steel skull with pointed top and elaborate brass borders with delicate filigree
work, the broad nasal guard with matching adornment.
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365: Very Rare 17th C. Indian or Persian Top Helmet with

USD 4,000 - 6,000

Very Rare 17th C. Indian or Persian Top Helmet with SIGNED Chain Mail Armor. A spectacular example of a 17th century
Indo-Persian head armor, consisting of a shallow steel bowl of most likely Wootz Damascus steel, having silver inlaid dots all around
and several interesting and seldom encountered markings. Very long chain mail of very fine riveted links, the two links holding the
hooks are bearing a fascinating and rarely seen engraved signature, possibly an owners name or a prayer. Very rare piece of Islamic
armor, most likely belonged to a figure of substantial status and high military rank. Length from top of the spike to the bottom of chain
mail: 28"

366: 17th C. Mughal Indian Very Long Chain Mail Shirt with

USD 1,500 - 2,500

17th C. Mughal Indian Very Long Chain Mail Shirt with Armor plates. Early Indian armor shirt with extremely long sleeves and skirt
area, fine riveted links and back scales, some in need of restoration, the front plates having their original straps and steel loops. Very
nice looking piece of seldom encountered length.

367: US Civil War Era Officers Sword with George Washington

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Interesting piece from the Civil War era or earlier, with a brass grip of the medical staff sword type having ornate cast decorations,
the guard is of free variation with S-turned finials in form of the American Eagle heads. Mounted with a straight large fullered blade
showing original steel finish with light patina throughout, ricasso bearing a Fabulous engraved portrait of George Washington. Good
condition with light wear overall consistent with the age. Possibly a Presentation or Award sword of some type. Total length including
scabbard (when scabbard is present) - 35". Length of the blade - 30 1/4".

368: 17th-18th C. American Revolution used European Small

USD 800 - 1,200

With cut-steel mounts having small losses around the ornate guard edge, leather covered grip with original chain knuckle bow.
Mounted with a 17th to early 18th century blade of Transitional pattern, maker marked inside the grooves on each side. Fare
condition with heavy patina and wear overall consistent with the age. A scarce early Transitional example, most likely used through
the American Revolution. Overall length: 38". Blade length: 31 1/4"

369: Large 18th C. European Rapier Horsemans Broad Sword,

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Large example of European origin with a massive solid brass hilt having large kidney shaped guard and nice deeply cast details.
Mounted with a broad double edged blade with multiple fullers to each side. Good condition with nice moderate patina and wear
overall consistent with the age, could have been used by either side during the American Revolutionary war. Overall length: 40".
Blade length: 33"

370: 18th C. Spanish "Bilbao" Rapier Sword, possibly used in

USD 800 - 1,200

With its steel hilt mounts having distinctive kidney shaped half-cup guard and long cross guard with chisel finials, braid wire grip with
elegant ovoid pommel. Mounted with a double edged unfullered blade of oval cross section, one side of ricasso bearing struck maker
marks. Rich patina and light wear overall, good condition considering the age, most likely used through American revolutionary war
as some similar documented examples. Overall length: 43 1/2". Blade length: 35 1/4"
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371: Large 18th C. Revolutionary War era American Horsemans

USD 1,200 - 1,800

Massive sword of most likely American or English manufacture, having a large iron mounted hilt with complex guard and wooden
grip featuring stylized horse head pommel. Mounted with a broad double edged multi fullered blade. A serious and very battle worthy
weapon definitely used by a cavalry horseman. Good condition with rich patina and wear overall consistent with the age, dating from
early to mid 1700s, but has definitely been in service by either side during the American Revolution. Overall length: 44". Blade
length: 36 1/2"

372: Rare 18th C. American Revolution era Scottish Broad

USD 1,500 - 2,500

A rare Scottish broadsword example with a parade hilt featuring white metal mounts of medieval knights sword style, with checkered
ebony grips having a brass plaque with engraved Kings cipher. Mounted with a broad double edged blade engraved with a Latin
Motto to each side. Good condition overall with patina and wear consistent with the age, original leather scabbard still present
although lacking throat mount. Overall length: 38 3/4". Blade length: 32"

373: Exceptionally Large 17th - 18th C. Spanish or Italian

USD 2,500 - 3,500

An incredible massive example of early cup hilt rapier. With a very strong and huge guard. Having chiseled steel fluted decorations
and interesting crossed branches on the inside of the guard, riveted to the cup guard for reinforcement. Having a spiral carved grip
with fine steel wire braiding. Mounted with a very sturdy double edged blade of exceptional battle-worthy quality. Both sides bearing
an unclear makers mark at ricasso. An exceptionally powerful weapon of truly Colossal dimensions for its type. Total length including
scabbard (when scabbard is present) - 45 1/4". Length of the blade - 34".

374: Giant Vintage Store Display Bowie Knife

USD 700 - 900

Giant Vintage Store Display Bowie Knife. Must be the Biggest Bowie knife in the World, with carved wood grips and aluminum guard,
surely made for a store display which sold or made knives. Definitely has some age, probably WW I to WW II era. Overall length: 30
1/2". Blade length: 20 1/2".

375: Very fine German wood carved figurine of drinking man

USD 500 - 700

Very fine German wood carved figurine of drinking man by "BLACK FOREST" company. High quality and very intricate details.
Height 15 1/2" x Length 6 3/4" x Width 6 3/4"

376: Fine 1887 dated & Artist Signed antique hand carved

USD 800 - 1,200

Fine 1887 dated & Artist Signed antique hand carved wooden statue of Musketeer with a dagger. Height 26" x Length 7" x Width 6"

377: Magnificent antique wood carved architectural statue of

USD 2,500 - 3,500

Magnificent antique wood carved architectural statue of a Satyr carrying Ram's skin . Height: 30" x Length: 18" x Width 10"
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378: Very impressive pair of antique Empire style dore

USD 1,000 - 1,200

Very impressive pair of antique Empire style dore bronze five lights figural candelabras. Very ornate with superb quality details.
Probably French. Height: 34 1/2"

379: Lovely Pair of antique Hand-painted Porcelain lamps

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Lovely Pair of antique Hand-painted Porcelain lamps depicting armed Musketeer Soldiers with Swords & Musket. lamps are made of
hand-painted vases by the company, Royal Bonn in Bonn, Germany. The figures on the vases are after Jean Louis Earnest
Meissonier. Full length: 35" Length Vase to Bottom: 20" Vase Width: 9"

380: Pair of antique French bronze plaques with a Musketeer

USD 1,000 - 1,200

Pair of antique French bronze plaques with a Musketeer soldier armed with a Hunting Spear. Dimensions in frame - 17" x 11 1/2",
without frame - 11 1/2" x 5 3/4"

381: Complete 1829-1851 Dated French Cuirass & Helmet Armor

USD 3,500 - 4,500

Nice Complete 1829-1851 Dated French Cuirassier's Cuirass & Helmet Armor Set. A very nice all original and fully complete set of
French curassier's armor with its original red lining, leather belt and feathered helmet plume, both breast and back plates with long
inscriptions numbers and dates along the lower border, multiple other markings to the cuirass and helmet, too many markings to list.
Mounted on its 19th century wooden display stand. A very attractive and complete example.

382: Fine Etched 17th - 18th C. style Spanish or Italian

USD 2,500 - 3,500

Fine Etched 17th - 18th C. style Spanish or Italian Morion Cabasette Helmet & Gauntlets . A beautiful set of either Spanish or Italian
officer's parade type armor with fine etched decorations to fully articulated gauntlets and Morion helmet forged in two halves with
riveted construction and rolled borders, adorned with a series of frequent brass rivets once holding the lining which is now lacking. A
very attractive set, will make a fabulous display for your Arms and Armor collection.

383: 19th C. French Sapper's or Fireman's Helmet with a

USD 600 - 900

19th C. French Sapper's or Fireman's Helmet with a Dragon Top . An attractive helmet of mid to late 19th century French Fireman or
possibly a Sapper, made of lighter white metal and having two large crossed axes to the front plate emblem, top ridge with open
work details and lovely Dragons to each side. Original lining still present.

384: 19th C. French Sappers or Firemans Helmet with a Dragon

USD 400 - 600

19th C. French Sappers or Firemans Helmet with a Dragon Top . An attractive large helmet of mid to late 19th century French
Fireman or possibly a Sapper, made of lighter brass metal with front plate lacking, top ridge with open work details and lovely
Dragons to each side.
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385: Ornate 19th C. Cast Iron Spanish or Italian Morion

USD 800 - 1,200

Ornate 19th C. Cast Iron Spanish or Italian Morion Cabasette Helmet of 17th C. style. Nice Victorian era representation of the early
Morion helmet, of two piece cast iron with elaborate relief images. An attractive display piece with great details.

386: Spectacular Victorian Museum example of English 1514

USD 3,500 - 4,500

Spectacular Victorian Museum example of English 1514 Kings Henry VIII Battle Helmet. Of well wrought steel with its original black
paint finish, having a grotesque full mask face guard hinged on the sides and held by a hook on the bottom which connects all three
hinged sections together, with its awesome large coiled horns, which in combination with the mask give the owner of this helmet
most fearsome and blood chilling appearance on the battlefield. Awesome piece, worthy of any advanced display of early European
arms and armor.

387: Unique 18th-19th C. Spanish French or American Ladys

USD 3,000 - 5,000

Unique 18th-19th C. Spanish French or American Ladys Armor - Corset . A fascinating early piece of body armor made specifically
for a woman and must be a wealthy woman at that. Built exceptionally well of very thick hardened leather with steel mounts, top
border struck with the makers name. With its original lining, straps and buckles. Awesome piece, probably French but might even be
made for an American Outlaw woman from the Wild West ages, definitely strong enough to stop most dagger or knife blades and
possibly even some bullets if shot from afar or at the angle.

388: Nice 18th-19th C. Spanish or Italian Cabasette Helmet +

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Nice 18th-19th C. Spanish or Italian Cabasette Helmet + Cuirass Breastplate Armor. A very nice looking set with a very elegant
shape of the breast plate which is well wrought of heavy strong steel with brass rivets. With its lighter steel Cabasette helmet forged
of two halves, decorated with brass tacks as well and retaining original leather straps on the inside rim.

389: Rare 17th C. Italian or Spanish Morion Cabasette Helmet

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Rare 17th C. Italian or Spanish Morion Cabasette Helmet with Makers Mark. A very strong and heavy early example of the Morion
Battle helmet, wrought of heavy gauge steel with rolled borders and iron rivets holding remains of original lining, each rivet decorated
with a iron or steel flower shaped washer. The back of the flat rim is struck with well preserved makers mark. Good early piece,
definitely built for most efficient battle action of the 1600s era.

390: Outstanding Quality 19th C. German Damascus Hunting

USD 3,000 - 4,000

Outstanding Quality 19th C. German Damascus Hunting Bowie Knife Dagger Sword, Fully Blued Blade. Maker Marked. A very fine
example for a German Aristocrat in the 1800s, most likely a Private purchase piece ordered by an exclusive design, having a Bowie
knife type blade of fine German Damascus steel with wonderful etched decorations of forest, hunting scenes and hunter's attributes,
blued for 100 % of its surface which is exceptionally rare to see. Both sides of ricasso with an engraved maker's name. In it's
German silver mounts with a steel guard and carved deer stag grip, scabbard housing a smaller skinner knife which might be a later
replacement as most of the times the original skinner knives are lost. Fine piece, definitely on top of the Hunting knives list we have
ever encountered. Overall length: 20 1/2". Blade length: 13 1/2".
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391: Very Fine 19th C. Silver Mounted German Aristocrat's

USD 3,000 - 5,000

Very Fine 19th C. Silver Mounted German Aristocrat's Hunting Sword Dagger + Knife. A Very Fine and exceptionally attractive
German nobleman's hunting sword dating from around mid 1800s, having solid silver mounts of restrained classical pattern with a
wonderful deer stag grip. Mounted with a fabulous quality broad single edged large fullered blade which survived in fantastic
condition with minimal signs of age wear to the bright blued and gold gilt panels which bear early style etched decorations as well as
finely inscribed maker's logo on ricasso. Solid and overall intact on this Handsome and very high quality example, comes with its
original silver mounted leather scabbard which houses a fine matched skinner knife of the same period. Overall length: 31". Blade
length: 24"

392: 19th C. German Aristocrats Long Hunting Sword by

USD 2,000 - 3,000

19th C. German Aristocrats Long Hunting Sword by "EICKHORN". Handsome large example dating from mid to late 1800s, in its fine
gilt brass furniture with very oddly shaped shell guard and wonderful dog head finials to the cross guard, further mounted with lovely
dark elk stag grip topped with adorable resting dog pommel, great quality and wonderful details throughout with minimal wear to well
preserved gilt finish. Mounted with a very sturdy and robust long single edged blade which exhibits nice age patina with moderate
wear to fine etched decorations, depicting arms and armor panoplies, war trophies and scrolls. Very light play to the guard, mostly
intact and with its original gilt brass mounted leather scabbard housing what appears to be an original companion skinner knife
struck with very unusual Eickhorn marking across the blade. Beautiful and very unusual piece, most likely a private order custom
designed for a specific retired Military figure and an Aristocrat in the 1800s Germany. Overall length: 30". Blade length: 22"

393: Unique 18th C. French Masonic Mason's Dagger with

USD 3,500 - 4,500

Unique 18th C. French Masonic Mason's Dagger with Rubies in Fine Horn Grip. An outstanding quality dagger with an elaborate
large grip carved of a solid piece of horn, in the form of the hand holding a scroll in its fist. Both ends of the scroll with brass mounts,
each inset with a fine ruby stone. With its heavy brass guard and an amazing blade of unique Trapezoid section configuration,
deeply struck with a large maker's mark on one side. Probably French 18th century, possibly owned by an important Mason. Overall
length: 12 3/4". Blade length: 8 1/4".

394: Very Fine 1865 Dated Spanish Toledo Aristocrat Dagger

USD 2,500 - 3,500

Very Fine 1865 Dated Spanish Toledo Aristocrat Dagger Dirk with Stones. An exceptional quality example of World famous Toledo
work, in its silver plated bronze mount with elaborate engraved decorations, adorned with Turquoise and Lapis stones. Mounted with
a lovely double edged blade having fine etched decorations and dated 1865 to the lower ricasso. In its fabric covered scabbard with
silvered mounts en suite to the hilt. Overall length: 12 1/2". Blade length: 6 1/2".

395: Very Fancy Jeweled & Enameled 19th C. Hungarian

USD 2,500 - 3,500

Very Fancy Jeweled & Enameled 19th C. Hungarian Noblemen's Dagger Dirk. Super fancy dagger with a verity of precious and
semi-precious stones and enamel decorations, fine filigree work over gold gilt silver mounts. Grip and guard finials of Fabulous Blood
stone. Blade of strong diamond section in mirrored finish. Gorgeous piece, must have belonged to a Hungarian Nobleman or a very
wealthy figure. Overall length: 12 3/4". Blade length: 7 3/4".

396: Very Fancy Jeweled and Enameled 19th C. Hungarian

USD 2,500 - 3,500

Very Fancy Jeweled and Enameled 19th C. Hungarian Noblemen's Silver Dagger Dirk. Super fancy dagger with in gold gilt silver
mounts with Amethyst stones and hot enamel decorations, fine filigree work over gold gilt silver mounts. Blade of strong diamond
section in mirrored finish. Gorgeous piece of very unusual form, must have belonged to a Hungarian Nobleman or a very wealthy
figure. Overall length: 12". Blade length: 6 3/4".
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397: Fine 19th C. Russian/French Nobleman's Hunting Dagger

USD 2,000 - 3,000

Fine 19th C. Russian/French Nobleman's Hunting Dagger Knife, Agate Grip & Enamel. Beautiful and very ornate example of the
hunting dagger owned by a wealthy and noble person in the mid to late 1800s and is probably French or Russian in origin. Having
richly gilt brass mounts with intricate and fine details profusely decorated with blue and white enamel work and mounted with a
fabulous Agate stone grip showing fantastic colors and structure. Wearing a sturdy double edged blade of diamond section with
etched and gold gilt panels depicting hunting and military trophies, exhibiting lovely dark gray patina evenly distributed throughout,
tiny chip to the very tip. Solid and overall intact, with its original velvety fabric over wood scabbard, all showing expected light wear
consistent with the age. Overall length: 10 1/2". Blade length: 6 1/4".

398: Fine 19th C. Spanish Toledo Ear Dagger in 15th C.

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Fine 19th C. Spanish Toledo Ear Dagger in 15th C. Moorish Style. An ear dagger is a relatively rare and exotic form of dagger that
was used during the late Middle Ages and Renaissance. It is so named because the pommel of the dagger has a very distinctive
shape, somewhat resembling a human ear. Ear daggers frequently have a single sharpened edge that ends in an acute point. It is
thought that the ear dagger was introduced to Europe from Spain, where it presumably originated from the Moors. In the 14th
century an interesting version of the rondel appeared. This was the eared dagger, which shares its heritage with the blade known to
the Turks as the yataghan and to the Cossacks as the shashqa. The pommel of eared daggers was split in two to allow the thumb to
be hooked over the pommel to impart greater force to the stabbing blow. Curiously, despite its (odd) appearance, the eared dagger
became widely associated with royalty and was also a favorite weapon of assassins in Italy during the 15th and 16th centuries.
Overall length: 16". Blade length: 9 1/2".

399: Lovely Quality 17th C. or later Italian or Spanish

USD 2,500 - 3,500

Lovely Quality 17th C. or later Italian or Spanish Lady's Stiletto Dagger with Rubies. A rare example with a fine carved hilt of noble
material, each finial and pommel set with silver mounted ruby stone, two more larger stones are inset in to the ricasso of the
exceptionally thrust-worthy triangular section blade. Adorable quality weapon, possibly a "Lady's" dagger to be used on those
nonpaying or mistreating clients...the vicious blade will surely do its job... Overall length: 8 1/2". Blade length: 4 3/4".

400: Rare 16th C. German Landsknecht BOLLOCK Dagger

USD 2,500 - 3,500

Rare 16th C. German Landsknecht BOLLOCK Dagger. Of a distinctive form with a lovely elegant grip having kidney shaped ferrule
area and engraved iron pommel and cross guard with down-turned finials. With its vicious armor piercing blade of cruciform section.
Beautiful and very elegant example of these early Germanic knight's weapons. Overall length: 15 1/4". Blade length: 10 1/2".

401: Unusual 17th C. French or Italian Stiletto Dagger with

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Unusual 17th C. French or Italian Stiletto Dagger with Gold Inlaid Knight Grip. Interesting early Stiletto, probably French, having a
chiseled steel grip in the form of the armored knight, delicately inlaid with gold decorations to the knight's suite of armor and with its
steel guard having down-turned lily-shaped finials and gold inlaid shield to each side of the langet. Mounted with an unusual
flamboyant blade having gold inlaid decorations to both sides of ricasso area. A very elegant early weapon of seldom encountered
pattern for its type. Overall length: 13 1/4". Blade length: 9 1/2".

402: Rare 16th C. Italian Aristocrat's "Chinquedia" Dagger,

USD 2,000 - 3,000

Rare 16th C. Italian Aristocrat's "Chinquedia" Dagger, with Museum inventory tag. A very rare and early example of Italian origin,
having a broad double edged blade of distinctive form, very robust and efficient for variety of tasks from hunting to combat service.
With steel hilt mounts and carved bone grip, having an old Museum tag attached. Good condition considering extremely extensive
age, with moderate wear and patina throughout. A Very seldom encountered example of early Renaissance era. Total length - 17",
length of the blade - 12 1/2"
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403: Interesting 17th-18th C. Brass Mounted Spanish or

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Interesting 17th-18th C. Brass Mounted Spanish or Italian Left Hand Dagger with Intricate Details. In its solid brass mounts having
interesting and very unusual details to its grip and guard, the sides of the guard with carved floral motifs surrounding an image of a
sword on each side, both langets with an Eye symbol inside the sun rays, finials of the guard in the form of ram's heads. Traces of
gilt finish now mostly worn. Mounted with a sturdy double edged blade of hexagonal section, in its original leather scabbard having
brass mounts en suite to the hilt. Very unusual early and very intricately decorated example. Overall length: 14 3/4". Blade length: 9
1/2".

404: 18th-19th C. Greek Turkish Gold Gilt Silver Navy Naval

USD 2,500 - 3,500

18th-19th C. Greek Turkish Gold Gilt Silver Navy Naval YATAGAN Sword Dagger. Fine and rare example of Greek Yatagan sword
for a high ranking officer of the navy, in full solid silver mounts with partial gilt and niello decorations showing expected light wear.
Solid silver scabbard with deep chased decorations including battle ships and other naval motives. Blade is struck with the maker's
mark and inscribed in Islamic calligraphy on the silver panel at the base of the spine. Overall length: 22 1/4". Blade length: 15 1/2"

405: Rare 18th-19th C. Ottoman Turkish or Greek Silver

USD 2,500 - 3,500

Rare 18th-19th C. Ottoman Turkish or Greek Silver mounted Damascus YATAGAN Sword. Fine and rare example of the Ottoman
Empire's most famous weapon, probably a Greek weapon with a very seldom encountered Twist-core Damascus blade of Turkish
Ribbon pattern, bearing a struck maker's mark inlaid with gold, further with gold gilt silver panels showing minimal wear for the age.
Silver grips of traditional small-eared pommel type, engraved with floral decorations, showing light cracking and old restorations. In
its original leather over wood scabbard having silver mounts, top one with very unusual belt or sash stoppers, one inscribed with
Islamic signature, another one with European lettered monogram. Solid overall, Beautiful and high-quality weapon of substantial size
and combat efficiency. Overall length: 31". Blade length: 23"

406: 18th C. Dated 1204=1789 Ottoman Turkish or Greek

USD 1,500 - 2,000

18th C. Dated 1204=1789 Ottoman Turkish or Greek YATAGAN Sword in Niello Silver Mounts. Early example of fine quality with
Niello enamel decorations to its silver grips, recurved blade of traditional form bearing a struc maker's mark with fine Islamic symbols
carved within, engraved Islamic calligraphy of Koranic scripts, possible maker's and owner's names and other intricate symbols,
including an early date 1204 in Arabic calendar which corresponds to 1789 in Gregorian calendar. Overall length: 28 1/2". Blade
length: 23 1/4".

407: Exceptional Quality 18th-19th C. Arabic Wahabite Wootz

USD 4,000 - 6,000

Exceptional Quality 18th-19th C. Arabic Wahabite Wootz Damascus JAMBIYA Dagger. An Outstanding Huge example of truly fine
quality, in its heavy silver mounts with traces of gold gilt finish and finely detailed carved floral decorations. Mounted with a broad
double edged blade of exceptional length and fine watered Wootz steel, with partially worn gold inlaid decorations and Islamic scripts
to both sides of ricasso. An Unbelievable quality Jambiya, especially for this particular type of Arabic weapon. Overall length: 25".
Blade length: 16 1/4".

408: Rare 16th - 17th C. Islamic Ottoman Turkish All Steel

USD 2,500 - 3,500

Rare 16th - 17th C. Islamic Ottoman Turkish All Steel Battle Mace. An early Ottoman warriors weapon with an exceptionally heavy
and powerful flanged steel head designed for breaking through most types of heavy armor of the early ages. With its balanced solid
steel shaft ending with a mushroom head stopper. Rare and seldom encountered weapon, not many were ever made and only used
by specially trained warriors in heavy armor. Overall length: 24" Head: 5 1/2"x 4".
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409: Nice Quality 19th C. Arabic Moroccan KOUMMIA Dagger of

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Nice Quality 19th C. Arabic Moroccan KOUMMIA Dagger of Fine Spanish Toledo Manufacture. A rare and very seldom encountered
example, made in Toledo Spain in the mid 1800s, probably as a Presentation piece to a Moroccan government official or even a
royalty of some kind. Of fine Toledo craftsmanship with its steel mounts profusely etched with floral motifs. Mounted with curved
double edged blade of traditional Koummia form, adorned with extensive etched and gold gilt decorations. Fine quality piece and a
true find for any Arabic weapons collector. Overall length: 12 3/4". Blade length: 7 1/2".

410: Late 19th C. Meiji Era Japanese Large Tanto Dagger in

USD 800 - 1,200

Late 19th C. Meiji Era Japanese Large Tanto Dagger in Bone Mounts Carved with Samurais. A large example of better than average
quality, with well carved Samurai images to its ox bone hilt and scabbard. Mounted with a well forged single edged blade with
prolonged false edge tip area and showing significant curvature to its length. Overall length: 23 1/2". Blade length: 12 1/2"

411: 14th-16th C. Japanese Samurai Armor Piercing Tanto

USD 800 - 1,200

14th-16th C. Japanese Samurai Armor Piercing Tanto Dagger with Rare Hamon. Interesting Samurai Tanto dagger with an early
blade of exceptional thickness and strength, built for piercing through heavier types of armor and featuring a very unusual Hamon
tamper line on Top of the blade in oppose to its usual appearance along the edge of the blade. Most likely a Koto era blade (up to
1500s) having a large fuller to one side and two thin fullers to the other, typical of Koto blades. mounted in a later Shira Saya case
with bone inlaid opening for mekugi. Overall length: 12". Blade length: 7".

412: 19th C. Meiji Era Japanese Bone Mounted Tanto Dagger

USD 800 - 1,200

19th C. Meiji Era Japanese Bone Mounted Tanto Dagger with Carved Geishas and Monkeys. An unusual piece made in the late
1800s probably for European trade, in its ox bone mounts with well carved images of Geishas and Monkeys in the garden. With a
commercial low quality blade never meant for any serious combat. Nice 19th century Japanese Artwork piece, but not a weapon.
Overall length: 15". Blade length: 8 1/2".

413: 19th C. Meiji Era Japanese Tanto Dagger in Fine Carved

USD 800 - 1,200

19th C. Meiji Era Japanese Tanto Dagger in Fine Carved Bone Mounts. An earlier example with much better quality of carving than
most encountered daggers of this type, depicting village scenes and people with fine and intricate details. Mounted with a decent
single edged blade having false edge tip area, fully capable of delivering serious thrusting blows. Overall length: 15" Blade length: 9".

414: 19th C. Meiji Era Japanese Tanto Dagger in Fine Carved

USD 800 - 1,200

19th C. Meiji Era Japanese Tanto Dagger in Fine Carved Bone Mounts . In its nicer quality bone mounts carved with intricate details
of a lovely Dragon grip, children at play and High Ranking Officials with weapons. Mounted with a real Samurai blade of good
fighting quality. Overall length: 11". Blade length: 5 1/2".

415: Very Nice Koto to Shinto Era Japanese Samurai Tanto

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Very Nice Koto to Shinto Era Japanese Samurai Tanto Dagger with Kozuka Knife. Good samurai piece of weapon, mounted with an
early blade exhibiting active tamper line along the edge and curving around the tip. In its ornate brass mounts with lacquered
scabbard housing a matching kozuka knife. Overall length: 13 1/2". Blade length: 9".
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416: 18th - 19th C. Japanese Ladies Tanto Aikuchi Dagger

USD 1,000 - 1,500

18th - 19th C. Japanese Ladies Tanto Aikuchi Dagger with Hair-pin. A lovely piece used by a woman possibly a geisha and typically
carried inside of the sleeve of the kimono. In its lacquered red mounts with ornate brass furniture, accompanied by a brass hair pin
housed on the side of the scabbard. With its Shinto era blade of good quality showing nice light patina with no flaws. Overall length:
11". Blade length: 6 1/2".

417: Koto to Shinto Era Spear Point Blade Japanese Samurai

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Koto to Shinto Era Spear Point Blade Japanese Samurai Tanto Dagger. Unusual example of the Samurai used Tanto dagger,
mounted with an early blade of seldom encountered spear point form, engraved on one side with Harimono work of large Japanese
characters and having a distinctive false edge tip area. Very thic k and thrust worthy blade, in its fine lacquered wood mounts. Tang
of the blade with several markings to one side. Overall length: 11 1/4". Blade length: 6".

418: Shinto Era Japanese Samurai YARI Sword Spear

USD 1,200 - 1,500

Shinto Era Japanese Samurai YARI Sword Spear, With a very impressive large double edged blade showing active Hamon tamper
line through the entire edge line and beautiful full polish surface, one side with a diamond section ridge, another with a deep fuller. In
its lacquered wood shaft with gilt metal mounts. Complete with its lacquered wood scabbard. Overall length: 81 1/2" Blade length:
17".

419: Shinto Era Japanese Samurai YARI Sword Spear in Fine

USD 1,500 - 2,000

Shinto Era Japanese Samurai YARI Sword Spear in Fine Abalone Shell Mounts. A very attractive example of these impressive and
very battle efficient Samurai weapons, in wonderful abalone shell inlaid mounts with its original scabbard and copper mounted shaft.
Mounted with a short double edged blade of traditional triangular form, having long unsigned tang. Overall length: 83". Blade length:
5 1/4".

420: Magnificent 19th C. Japanese Tachi Sword in High

USD 6,000 - 12,000

Magnificent 19th C. Japanese Tachi Sword in High Quality Enamel Mounts. A fantastic large samurai Tachi sword in exceptionally
attractive pink enamel mounts with floral decorations, having very long two-handed tsuka with huge guard decorated with Phenix
birds to each side. With brass or copper mounts, each engraved with Phenix birds and florals. Mounted with an early blade of superb
quality, showing deep curvature to its length, probably a Koto era blade. Fine sword of very seldom encountered type and unique
color variation of its superb enamel work. Overall length: 42" Blade length: 28 1/4".

421: 18th - 19th C. Japanese Samurai Tachi Katana Sword with

USD 2,000 - 3,000

18th - 19th C. Japanese Samurai Tachi Katana Sword with Fine Blade. A Beautiful example of a Samurai tachi sword, in its fine
lacquered and gilt mounts with gold plated figural habaki and beautiful curved blade in full polish. Unable to dismount the tsuka so
not sure if the blade is signed, however it very well might be as the sword shows fine quality overall. Overall length: 36 3/4". Blade
length: 22 3/4".

422: 19th C. Japanese Boy's Samurai Armor Suit in Original

USD 1,500 - 2,500

19th C. Japanese Boy's Samurai Armor Suit in Original Box. A lovely and rare example of the boy's Samurai armor, most likely to
date from around mid 1800s. and made for a family of substantial financial position. In its original lacquered wood storage box.
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423: Fine Antique 19th C. Japanese Samurai Sword Stand

USD 1,000 - 2,000

Fine Antique 19th C. Japanese Samurai Sword Stand. Featuring wonderful Lacquered and gold gilt art work with birds and flowers.
Height 25 3/4". Base 12 1/4" x 10".

424: Very Fancy 19th C. English King George V Era Diplomat

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Very Fancy 19th C. English King George V Era Diplomat Tunic Dress. An exceptionally ornate and attractive dress with the exterior
featuring burgundy velvet, brocade and embroidery embellishments in gold threads and a lining made of quilted cotton. The back of
the tunic features a large crown above King George V monogram. Length: 40" Shoulder Width: 19"

425: French Regimental Military Artillery Bugle Trumpet with

USD 600 - 900

French Regimental Military Artillery Bugle Trumpet with Embroidered Banner. Circa 1800s.

426: Antique German Mettlach covered urn depicting Medieval

USD 500 - 700

Antique German Mettlach covered urn depicting Medieval knights. Numbered on the bottom. Height: 14" Length: 11" Width: 8 1/2"

427: Rare antique c.1860's Royal Worcester, England

USD 700 - 900

Rare antique c.1860's Royal Worcester, England porcelain figurine of armed Turkish man. Marked on the bottom. Height: 19" Width:
10"

428: Antique German stein by Matthias Girmscheid

USD 250 - 500

Antique German stein by Matthias Girmscheid, mold #182 entitled "Hunter and Woman" It is 3L in size depicting German couple.
Marked on the bottom. Height: 18" Width with handle: 8"

429: Very fine decorative porcelain with bronze figurines

USD 800 - 900

Very fine decorative porcelain with bronze figurines centerpiece. Height: 21" Length: 16 1/2" W: 14 1/2"

430: Lovely quality antique carved wood with horn Friar Tuck
Lovely quality antique carved wood with horn Friar Tuck inkwell, Robin Hood character . Height: 9" Width:10 1/2"

USD 800 - 1,200
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431: Impressive Hand Carved Skulls Necklace

USD 1,000 - 2,000

Impressive Hand Carved Skulls Necklace. Featuring a superbly crafted hand carved deer stag necklace with more than 100 skulls.
Tremendous amount of labor went into making this wonderful large and awesome necklace. Overall length: 36". Each skull around :
3/4"

432: Native American Indian Breastplate Necklace of Bone

USD 400 - 600

Native American Indian Breastplate Necklace of Bone Beads and Abalone Shell. Native American Indian Breastplate Necklace of
Bone Beads, Abalone Shell, Bear Tooth, Horse Hair and Turquoise. Has a small medicinal sage bag attached. Width: 13 1/2".
Height: 6"

433: Fine Islamic Persian or Indian Knife/Dagger Belt with

USD 800 - 1,200

Beautiful Islamic Persian or Indian Knife/Dagger Belt with Very Fine Bead Work and Large Silver Buckle. Length: 32 1/4"

434: Fine Quality 19th C. Arabic Islamic JAMBIYA Dagger with

USD 800 - 1,200

Fine Quality 19th C. Arabic Islamic JAMBIYA Dagger with Silver Mounts and Elaborate Carved Horn Grip. Overall length: 14 1/4".
Blade length: 9 3/4".

435: 19th C. Islamic Arabic Jambiya Dagger in Richly Gold

USD 800 - 1,200

19th C. Islamic Arabic Jambiya Dagger in Richly Gold Gilt Mounts. Overall length: 15 1/2". Blade length: 8 1/2"

436: Fine 18th - 19th C. Islamic Indian Persian Black Wootz

USD 2,000 - 3,000

Fine 18th - 19th C. Islamic Indian or Persian Black Wootz Damascus Hunting Knife Dagger with Fine Gold Work and Secret
Compartment in the Grip. A unique and high quality weapon. Must have been made as a presentation piece for someone important.
Overall length: 12 1/2". Blade length: 8 1/2".

437: 18th. - 19th C. Indian Rock Crystal Horse Head Khanjar

USD 3,000 - 4,000

18th. - 19th C. Indian Rock Crystal Horse Head Khanjar Dagger of Wootz Damascus Steel. A rare and early example of desirable
type and high quality rock crystal carved grip. Overall length: 12 1/2". Blade length: 7 3/4"
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438: Very Attractive 20th C. Islamic Indian Presentation

USD 600 - 900

Very Attractive 20th C. Islamic Indian Presentation Dagger with Damascus Blade, Nice Silver Koftgari Work and Gorgeous Abalone
Shell Grip. Overall length: 14 1/2". Blade length: 9"

439: Beautiful Russian Imperial Cossack's Silver Kinjal

USD 1,200 - 1,800

Beautiful Russian Imperial Cossack's Silver Kinjal Dagger with Enamel Decorations. An attractive and rare example in its silver
mounts profusely decorated with multi color enamel inlays. With its deadly broad double edged blade having two short fullers to each
side and a vicious tip capable of delivering devastating thrusting blows. Total length - 15 1/2". Length of the blade - 10"

440: Very Large 19th C. Silver Inlaid Russian Caucasian

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Very Large 19th C. Silver Inlaid Russian Caucasian KINJAL Dagger - SwordA massive example with a long broad double edged
blade of complex multi fullered structure different on each side, both sides showing etched decorations in imitation of Damascus
steel, lower blade struck with distinctive double maker mark. With its fine horn grips and silver inlaid iron mounts, in its original
leather covered wooden scabbard housing a nice long companion knife on the back. Rare and very impressive Kinjal of exceptional
size, a short sword rather than a dagger. Total length - 24 1/4" Blade length 17 3/4".

441: 18th - 19th C. Russian Caucasian Kinjal Dagger

USD 1,000 - 1,500

18th - 19th C. Russian Caucasian Kinjal Dagger with Extremely Strong Armor Piercing Blade of Damascus Steel. Very early and
exceptionally powerful example with a super-heavy blade of diamond section. Gold inlaid at the forte and showing fine water patterns
of unusual Sham/Wootz Damascus steel variation. Overall length: 22 1/2". Blade length: 17".

442: Attractive 19th C. Russian Caucasian Dagestan Miqulette

USD 2,500 - 3,500

Attractive 19th C. Russian Caucasian Dagestan Miqulette Pistol in Fine Niello Silver Mounts, Gold Inlaid Damascus Steel Barrel.
Length: 18"

443: Very Ornate 18th - 19th C. Islamic Turkish or Persian

USD 2,000 - 3,000

Very Ornate 18th - 19th C. Islamic Turkish or Persian Flintlock Pistol with Mercury Gold Work to the Chiseled Steel Details of the
Lock and intensive Gold damascene work to the barrel. Length: 15 1/2"

444: Very Ornate Islamic Caucasian or Turkish Flintlock

USD 2,000 - 3,000

An exceptional example with extensive mercury gold inlaid chiseled steel decorations to the barrel and lock. Wooden stock of
distinctive form profusely inlaid with silver wire and copper nails. Also inset with mother of pearl and colored green bone segments.
Lock is signed by the maker "WILSON". An exceptionally attractive Islamic weapon circa 18th to early 19th C. 13 1/2" in length.
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445: 18-19th C. Fine Gold inlaid Islamic Ottoman Turkish

USD 1,500 - 2,000

A beautiful large example of Bladerbasss hand pistol of an Ottoman origin. With a massive steel barrel of very heavy gauge. Heavily
inlaid with gold koftgari work. With its extensively carved wooden stock of a rifle style, ornately inlaid with mother of pearl segments.
With its large iron flintlock and brass mounts. An impressive and very attractive piece of weapon. 17" total length.

446: Pair of 18th C. Islamic Ottoman Turkish Battle

USD 1,500 - 2,000

An attractive pair of large Ottoman flintlock holster pistols. Having an unusual and seldom encountered chiseled and heavily gold
inlaid barrel decorations. Carved wooden stocks with brass mounts. Both locks are maker marked. 17" total length.

447: Large 19th C. Islamic Arabic or Afghanistan Flint-lock

USD 500 - 700

Large 19th C. Islamic Arabic or Afghanistan Flint-lock Pistol . Of a crude local Arabic or Afghani manufacture with simply carved
wooden stock inlaid with thick silver wire and mother of pearl sections, having a crude flint-lock mechanism and a large caliber
barrel. Overall length 21 1/2".

448: Nice 19th C. French Percussion Pistol with Carved Dog

USD 800 - 1,200

Nice 19th C. French Percussion Pistol with Carved Dog Head stock. An attractive french pistol, most likely to date from around mid
1800s or earlier, probably converted from a flint-lock at some point, having nice two-stage barrel and a wonderful carved stock of two
tone wood with a fabulous fierce dog head butt. Trigger guard engraved with the owners Monogram. Overall 11 1/4".

449: 17th-18th Century Islamic Persian Gold Inlaid Wootz

USD 1,200 - 1,500

A very rare early dating from 17th to 18th C. period having a steel hilt of khanjar style profusely chiseled and gold inlaid with Islamic
calligraphy. With its straight broad double edged blade of seldom encountered pattern. Having a reinforced armor piercing tip and
strong central ridge, showing fine watered patterns of early Wootz Damascus steel. Rare early dagger of rarely seen form. Length of
the blade 10 1/4". Total length - 15 1/4".

450: 18th C. Persian Islamic Green Jade Handle Wootz

USD 1,500 - 2,500

A rare dagger of fine Wootz Damascus steel having lovely green jade grips with silver mounts in its original fabric-covered wooden
scabbard. Total length - 15". Length of the blade 10 1/2".

451: 18th C. Huge Islamic Ottoman Turkish Wootz Damascus

USD 2,500 - 3,500

A massive example of an outstanding quality having a beautiful carved one piece hilt. Wearing a broad double-edged blade with
central ridge reinforcement, showing fine water patterns of Wootz Damascus steel. Lower blade with high quality gold inlaid
decorations. In its silver-covered wooden scabbard. An impressive and exceptionally well sized Ottoman dagger. Total length - 20
1/4". Length of the blade - 12 1/2", width - 2 1/4".
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452: Very Fine Large 18-19th C. Islamic Turkish or Persian

USD 2,000 - 3,000

A rare example of fine quality with a large one-piece carved grip of noble material. Set with 4 large rubies in silver rosettes. Mounted
with a broad double-edged blade having a deep off-set fuller, gold inlaid with Islamic calligraphy on both sides. In its very fine silver
scabbard. Having ornate decorations. Total length 19 1/4", length of the blade - 13 1/4".

453: 19th C. Hungarian Nobleman Fancy Jeweled Dress Dagger

USD 800 - 1,200

An attractive dress dagger worn by Hungarian noblemen with their fancy dress uniforms. In ornate brass mounts set with multi-color
gemstones. Strong double-edged blade of diamond section. Total length 16 1/2". Length of the blade 9 3/4".

454: 18-19th C. Islamic Horn Powder Flask

USD 600 - 900

18-19th C. Islamic Horn Powder flask. Copper chain and mounts. Length - 11".

455: 18th C. Indian Mughal Mogul Dynasty Wootz Damascus

USD 1,500 - 2,500

A very attractive early Mughal warriors dagger with a fine carved one-piece agate stone grip and a multi-ridged double-edged
armor-piercing blade of fine early Wootz Damascus steel. In its original fabric-covered wooden scabbard. 14" total length, 8.5" length
of the blade.

456: Early 19th Century Indian Arab Jambiya Dagger with Jade

USD 1,500 - 2,500

A rare and seldom encountered example of an Indo-Arab Jambiya with green jade grips and extensive gold koftgari work to the hilt
mounts. With its broad double-edged blade of traditional Arabic form. In its original red fabric covered wooden scabbard. 14" total
length, 8 1/2" length of the blade.

457: 19th C. Extremely Rare Russian Georgian Nobleman Dagger

USD 4,000 - 6,000

A fine and very rare dagger exhibiting conflicting formal and decorative characteristics. While generally evoking the well-known
Yemeni janbiyah dagger, close scrutiny reveals an unexpected origin.The hilt is a single section of noble material , brilliantly carved
and undercut, depicting an armed warrior on horseback hunting a rhin0cer0s among huge trees, behind which the massive
casements of windows set in the stone walls of a castle are visible. The hand-wrought blade emulates the Yemeni form: broad at the
forte, sharply curved, continuously tapering and double edged, with the addition of a distinctive bisected rectangular central rib. The
velvet-covered wooden scabbard with applied galloon, mounted in silver, the locket finely filigreed with a Christian cross, the chape
with engraved motifs showing Persian influence, the finial of Arab thum form.This dagger is a unique example of the cosmopolitan
palate of techniques and literary influences found among Tiflis armorers and their clients in the first half of the early 19-th century. A
Museum Grade and Rarity example. 12" total length. blade length - 6 1/2".

458: 18-19th C. Indian Persian Persh Kabz Wootz Damascus

USD 1,200 - 1,500

A scarce example with gold gilt copper mounts having floral decorations. With its armor-piercing T-section blade of fine early Wootz
Damascus steel. Original fabric to the scabbard and matching mounts to the hilt. Total length - 14" . Length of the blade - 8 1/4".
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459: Fine 19th C. Omani JAMBIYA Silver Mount Dagger

USD 1,000 - 1,500

A better than usual quality example with fine silver-inlaid grip of traditional form and material. Mounted with a broad double-edged
blade having a central ridge reinforcement. Lower blade with unusual etched panels in its very fine silver scabbard, having red foil
underlay. A very attractive and early Jambiya of superb quality. Total length - 13 1/2", length of the blade - 8".

460: Rare 18-19th C. European Damascus Dagger Dirk in

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Most likely a French Officers dagger, possibly for Mameluke regiment, executed in Islamic Ottoman style with a fine curved
single-edged Damascus steel blade and ornate gold gilt brass mounts. A rare and possibly unique example from around French
Revolution to Napoleonic era. 16" total length, 11 1/4 length of the blade. widest part 1 1/2".

461: Rare 18th-19th C. Islamic Turkish Wootz Damascus Dagger

USD 1,500 - 2,500

A rare quality example, probably for high-ranking officer. Turkish Sultans TUGRA markings on each silver mount. Fine Wootz Steel.
Total Length:14 1/2" Blade Length: 9 1/4"

462: 18th-19th C. Islamic Turkish Persian Wootz Damascuc

USD 800 - 1,200

With its large single-edged blade of T-section form, showing fine Damascus patters and silver-inlaid Islamic calligraphy to both sides.
Steel hilt with carved floral decorations. Total Length - 18" Length of the blade 13".

463: Fine 18th - 19th C. Ottoman Turkish or Greek YATAGAN

USD 2,500 - 3,500

Fine 18th - 19th C. Ottoman Turkish or Greek YATAGAN Sword with Niello Silver Hilt and Fine Silver Scabbard Mounts. A very
attractive example with its re-curved blade of traditional form having a struck Islamic maker's mark and intricate engraved
decorations. Fine hilt with Niello silver decorations shown traces of original gold gilt finish. In its original scabbard with large heavy
silver mounts, having intense embossed military and floral motifs. A very attractive and early example. Overall length: 26 1/2". Blade
length: 19 1/2"

464: 18th - 19th C. Large Silver Mounted Ottoman Turkish

USD 2,000 - 3,000

18th - 19th C. Large Silver Mounted Ottoman Turkish Wootz Damascus JAMBIYA Dagger with Fine Gold Work. A massive example
of better than average quality with fine silver work to hilt and scabbard. With its very broad double-edged blade of fine watered
Wootz steel. Overall length: 22 3/4". Blade length: 12 1/2"

465: Rare 18th - 19th C. Ottoman Turkish or Greek TRAPEZUND

USD 1,200 - 1,500

Rare 18th - 19th C. Ottoman Turkish or Greek TRAPEZUND Dagger with Corals and Turquoise Decorations. With its curved
double-edged blade, having lightly worn Islamic calligraphy on both sides of ricasso. Scarce and attractive type of dagger typically
attributed to Trapezund Island of Greece. Overall length: 14 1/2". Blade length: 8 1/2".
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466: Rare 18th - 19th C. Afghani Afghanistan Wootz Damascus

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Rare 18th - 19th C. Afghani Afghanistan Wootz Damascus KHYBER Knife Sword. This is a traditional type of weapon used by
Afghani warriors. It is extremely rare to find one of these fearsome weapons with a fine Wootz Damascus blade such as in this
example. As most Khyber knives were of more primitive and utilitarian quality. Exceptionally sturdy and battle-worthy blade of
T-spine section exhibits very active watered patterns of fine Persian or Turkish Wootz steel, very well visible throughout. With its
horn grips and original brass mounted leather-over-wood scabbard. A truly rare Khyber sword to find for a collector. Overall length:
27 1/4". Blade length: 17 3/4"

467: Large 19th C. Afghani Afghanistan Wootz Damascus

USD 800 - 1,200

Large 19th C. Afghani Afghanistan Wootz Damascus PERSH-KABZ Dagger with Fine Horn Grips.A large example with rare watered
steel blade. Overall length: 17". Blade length: 11 1/4"

468: 19th C. Islamic Ottoman Turkish Officer's SHAMSHIR

USD 2,500 - 3,500

19th C. Islamic Ottoman Turkish Officer's SHAMSHIR KILIJ Sword with "TURKISH RIBBON" Damascus Blade. An impressive
Turkish Officer's saber with a large deeply curved blade of fine "Turkish Ribbon" Damascus steel. Having a gold inlaid maker's mark
to one side. Overall length: 38". Blade length: 31"

469: 17th - 18th C. Mughal Indian SHAMSHIR TULWAR Sword with

USD 1,200 - 1,500

17th - 18th C. Mughal Indian SHAMSHIR TULWAR Sword with Deccany Inscription on the Blade. A massive example with a broad
blade, having raised false edge area of the tip and a fine quality iron hilt with chiseled and silver inlaid decorations. Good early
weapon of Mughal warriors. Overall length: 36 1/4". Blade length: 31 1/4"

470: 18th C. Indian SHAMSHIR Battle Sword with rare Wootz

USD 2,000 - 3,000

18th C. Indian Shamshir Battle Sword with rare Chiseled Wootz Damascus Blade. Total length - 34 1/2". Length of the blade - 29"

471: 19th C. Persian Islamic Qajar Dynasty Fork Head Spear

USD 800 - 1,200

19th C. Persian Islamic Qajar Dynasty Fork Head Spear Lance. With a fork shaped head having its entire surface etched with
Persian motifs. Other side with a long forged steel lance spike head. Wooden shaft covered in original very old snake skin. Very
good early example. A rare combination of artistry and fearsome weaponry. Overall length: 54". Blade length: 12 1/4"

472: 18th-19th C Indian Persian Islamic "KARD" Dagger with

USD 500 - 700

A nice looking Indian KARD with lovely silver grip and sturdy single-edged blade. In its original fabric covered wooden scabbard.
Total Length (in scabbard, if there is one) ~ 13" Blade Length ~ 7 1/2".
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Image unavailable

473: 19th C. Islamic Turkish or Russian Caucasian "Kard"

USD 300 - 400

A lovely dagger of an elegant form with a multi-fullered lightly curved blade and bone grip, having a large Niello silver bolster. In its
original leather scabbard. Total Length - 9 7/8" Blade length: 5"

474: Fantastic 17th - 18th C. Mughal Indian Combination

USD 4,000 - 5,000

Fantastic 17th - 18th C. Mughal Indian Combination Battle Axe Flintlock Gun and Dagger. An exceptionally rare example of an early
Mughal warriors' weapon. Well forged of strong steel with chiseled decorations. Containing a boxed-in flintlock mechanism with a
shaft of the axe serving as a barrel. A small last- reserve dagger is hidden inside of the grip. A museum quality weapon published in
the famous book on Islamic arms and armor. Overall length: 23 1/2". Blade length: 6 1/2"

475: 17th - 18th C. Islamic Ottoman Turkish Battle Axe with

USD 2,000 - 3,000

17th - 18th C. Islamic Ottoman Turkish Battle Axe with Hidden Dagger. Very good and attractive example of an early Ottoman battle
axe. Having extensive silver inlaid decorations and well carved brass base with an impressive and very sharp steel striking part of
the blade in the shape of crescent moon. The shaft contains a hidden dagger. A very battle-worthy Ottoman warrior's weapon.
Overall length: 20 1/2". Blade length: 5 1/4"

476: Unique 19th C. Indian Combination Battle Axe Matchlock

USD 2,000 - 3,000

Unique 19th C. Indian Combination Battle Axe Matchlock Gun and Dagger. A fascinating example of Indian warrior's weapon
consisting of three weapons in one. With silver damascene decorations and figural brass elements. With a matchlock firing
mechanism. Overall length: 23". Blade length: 5 1/2"

477: Unique 18th-19th C. Mughal Indian Shield made of Whole

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Unique 18th-19th C. Mughal Indian Shield made of Whole Tortoise Shell . A very unusual and seldom encountered example of the
Indian armor, a fighting shield made of one whole Turtle shell and embossed with large brass decorations. Very cool piece and very
rare. Height 15 1/2" Width 14".

478: Rare 19th C. Asian Philippine BAGOBO Tribe Large Shield

USD 1,200 - 1,500

Rare 19th C. Asian Philippine BAGOBO Tribe Large Shield Armor. Bagobo people, large rare shield carved from a single large piece
of wood with separate lower border, with a raised central boss, well incised with black borders and ornaments on both sides, front
inlaid with either bone or shell sections, retaining most of the original animal or human hair around the rim with some worn off. Large
grip of carved wood. An impressive large example, a true find for any Tribal weapons collector. Height 38 1/2" Width 22".

479: Large Scottish TARGE Shield circa 17th - 18th C.

USD 2,000 - 3,000

Large Scottish TARGE Shield circa 17th - 18th C. with reinforced metal mounts. A very large and apparently quite an early Scottish
shield made of several sections of wood bound together and reinforced by thick metal strips, some rivets are later replaced, and
having its original large domed copper boss to the middle. Back of the shield with a later patched repair and brass handle, the leather
forearm strap possibly original. Diameter 23 3/4"
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480: Rare 16th - 17th C. French or German Jousting Knights

USD 2,500 - 3,500

Rare 16th - 17th C. French or German Jousting Knights Shield with a Crest. Large shield used for Jousting tournaments by early
European knights, of one large piece of well forged steel with rolled borders and embossed family crest symbol to the center. Back
with original handle and brackets for the leather forearm strap. Piece of old steel wire attached as it was probably displayed on the
wall of some castle or museum. Height 24 3/4" Width 19 1/2".

481: Rare 15th C. style German Knights SALETTE or SALET

USD 2,000 - 3,000

Rare 15th C. style German Knights SALETTE or SALET Burgonette Helmet. A very rare type of helmet used by Germanic knights in
the early Renaissance era, of a closed Burgonette type with a one piece forged skull having raised top ridge, having a hinged face
guard mask with narrow eyes slot and long neck guard. Original black paint finish overall.

482: 17th-18th C. Spanish or Italian Morion Cabasette Helmet

USD 1,500 - 2,500

17th-18th C. Spanish or Italian Morion Cabasette Helmet. Heavy and well built early example of two piece steel having riveted
together reinforcement plates around the inside rim, and having large brass bosses around the skull. Traces of original lining and
partially worn inside paint finish. Exhibiting several dents and battle mark

483: Fine Victorian Museum Display Ancient Greek or Italian

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Fine Victorian Museum Display Ancient Greek or Italian "Chalcidian" Helmet 500-400 BC. A Chalcidian helmet or Chalcidian type
helmet was a helmet made of bronze and worn by ancient warriors of the Hellenic world, especially popular in Greece in the fifth and
fourth centuries BC. The helmet was also worn extensively in the Greek (southern) parts of Italy in the same period. The helmet is
so-called because it was first, and is most commonly, depicted on pottery once thought to derive from the Euboean city of Chalcis. In
fact, it is not known whether the helmet originated in Chalcis; indeed, it is not even known whether the pottery in question was
Chalcidian. The helmet appears to have been a development of the Corinthian helmet, its improvements in design giving the wearer
better hearing and vision, resulting in a lighter and less bulky helmet. It consisted of a hemispherical dome, and below that, generally
inset from the top dome, a pair of cheek pieces and a neck guard, with a substantial loop on either side for the wearers ears. In the
front, between the two cheek pieces, was a small nasal bar to protect the wearers nose. The helmet could be entirely one piece, or
the cheek pieces could be attached separately by hinges, which eased construction and made putting the helmet on easier. In Italy,
the helmet with fixed cheek pieces is referred to as Chalcidian, its variant with hinged cheek pieces is called a Lucanian helmet
because it was widely used in Lucania. The helmet would commonly have a hole pierced on each cheek piece or elsewhere in order
to accept an inner lining which was made of leather. Adornments such as combs and other protuberances were usually placed on
the top of the helmet. By the time of Alexander the Great, the helmet was still worn by armoured soldiers, especially Hoplites, the
spear-armed heavy infantrymen (other than those of the Spartans, who instead wore the much plainer pilos helmet). It is likely that
some of the Macedonian soldiers who ruled the rest of Greece and went on to forge a substantial Hellenistic empire also wore the
Chalcidian helmet. The helmet is thought to have developed in turn into the Attic helmet which is iconic of classical soldiers.

484: 16th - 17th C. Spanish or Italian Swept-Hilt Rapier

USD 2,500 - 3,500

16th - 17th C. Spanish or Italian Swept-Hilt Rapier Sword. A large early example with a sturdy double edged blade with just enough
tamper and flexibility for most efficient combat action. Having a large swept guard of complex multi-branched construction and a
large iron pommel with ridged flangs, sort of resembling the shape of the maces used in the same era. Original black wooden grip
retaining only one turk head wire band. Good early rapier, most likely Spanish or Italian in origin. Overall length 46" Blade length
39".250035001800

485: Spectacular Set of 16th-17th C. or later Noblemans

USD 5,500 - 7,500

Spectacular Set of 16th-17th C. or later Noblemans Swept Hilt Rapier Sword & Left hand Dagger, Spanish or Italian. An outstanding
matching set of exceptional size and quality with their steel mounts having flattened broad hilt bars profusely chiseled with fine and
intricate decorations, with an extremely Massive pommel to the sword, almost large enough to be used as a mace head. Both blades
of double edged form, very strong and sturdy with just enough flexibility to the rapier blade for most efficient battle action, both
blades struck at ricasso with a fascinating makers mark in the form of a Human face. Blades have been cleaned at some point in the
past, the hilts with original dark patina and fine wire braiding to the grips. An exceptionally attractive set, the rapier is just massive,
probably owned by a nobleman or even a royal figure. Overall rapier length is 50" Blade length 41 1/2". Dagger length 14 1/2" blade
length 9 3/4".
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486: Very Good 17th-18th C. Italian "Squavona" Basket Hilt

USD 2,500 - 3,500

Very Good 17th-18th C. Italian "Squavona" Basket Hilt Broad Sword Rapier. A good early example with a large steel basket guard of
intricate and complex pattern with some sort of a signature on one of the branches, which is very unusual to see on this type of
swords. Original leather covered grip topped with a large steel cats head pommel. Mounted with a broad and very powerful double
edged blade of hexagonal section, both side with maker marks to the lower ricasso and faint inscriptions to the lower blade. Overall
length 38 3/4" Blade length 32 1/4".

487: Huge 17th - 18th C. Italian Stiletto Dagger with

USD 2,500 - 3,500

Huge 17th - 18th C. Italian Stiletto Dagger with original Steel Scabbard. An amazing example of exceptional size and great quality,
with its all steel hilt of traditional Italian form and original, almost never encountered all steel scabbard. Mounted with a vicious
triangular section blade. Monster size dagger for its kind. Overall length 19" Blade length 12 1/2".

488: Rare 16th C. German Saxon Silver Mounted Rapier Sword

USD 2,500 - 3,500

Rare 16th C. German Saxon Silver Mounted Rapier Sword. An exceptionally rare example of the early Saxon rapier, with its steel
furniture having a superb and intricately braided silver and brass grip with a lovely silver flower pommel cap. Kidney shaped shell
guard having fine pierced stars. Mounted with a strong double edged blade of rare Trapezoid section configuration. Circa 1500s, rare
and early Saxon weapon. Overall length 35" Blade length 28 1/2".

489: 19th C. English or French Figural Statue Dagger with

USD 500 - 900

19th C. English or French Figural Statue Dagger with Native American Indian Grip. Interesting piece probably made for the American
market around mid to late 1800s, with iron furniture having American Indian grip. Mounted with a double edged multi fullered blade.
In its original scabbard with scenes of fighting Indians. Overall length 10 1/2" Blade length 5 3/4".

490: Fine Cased 19th C. English Figural Statue Dagger with

USD 800 - 1,200

Fine Cased 19th C. English Figural Statue Dagger with "Venus De Milo" Grip. Lovely long figural dagger with it gold gilt brass or
bronze grip in the form of the Venus De Milo, with gilt brass furniture and long double edged blade having etched makers name on
one side. In its presentation case with a marketers name on the inside of the cover. Overall length 13 3/4" Blade length 10 1/4" Box
length 17 1/2".

491: A Fantastic Huge 19th C. Scottish Silver mounted

USD 3,500 - 4,500

Gorgeous piece of much larger than average encountered examples, dating from around mid to late 1800s and used by a very
wealthy Scotsman of most likely Noble rank. Massive bull horn of wonderful color set in its fine silver mounts with thistle flower
decorations and adorned with two quartz or topaz stones, larger one with age hairlines and imperfections. Sitting on its silver plated
carriage bearing a vintage label. Very good condition overall on this Magnificent looking piece which will compliment any most
sophisticated Gentlemans desk setting. Dimensions: 10.25" L x 11" H x 5.25" W

492: Unusual 18th-19th C. Scottish Dirk Dagger in Hallmarked

USD 2,500 - 3,500

Nice large example with carved ebony grip topped with unusual silver crown, very ornate open work mounts to the original leather
scabbard, utility knife and fork lacking. Mounted with a vicious large blade of traditional style having worked spine, false edge tip and
two different fullers to each side. Fare condition with one stress mark to the grip, nice patina and wear overall consistent with the
age. Overall length: 19". Blade length: 12"
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493: Rare Pattern 18th C. Scottish Officers Silver Mounted

USD 2,500 - 3,500

Rare Pattern 18th C. Scottish Officers Silver Mounted Dirk Dagger with Knife & Fork, Maker Marked. With its extensive silver mounts
and silver nail tacks over carved ebony grips. Straight single edged blade bearing partially worn struck makers name. Excellent
condition for the age, in its original silver mounted leather scabbard. Rare and seldom encountered early pattern, most likely used
through the American Revolution. Total length in scabbard (when scabbard is present, without scabbard otherwise) - 15", length of
the blade - 10 1/2"

494: 18th C. Scottish Officers Dirk Dagger with Stag &

USD 2,500 - 3,500

Very unusual and attractive example with wonderful deer stag handles mounted in silver with Topaz stone pommels. With its original
red leather scabbard housing the utility knife and fork. Very good condition considering the age, blade have been cleaned over the
years. Most likely used through the American Revolution. Total length in scabbard (when scabbard is present, without scabbard
otherwise) 19"- , length of the blade - 13".

495: 19th C. Scottish Silver Mounted Officers Dirk Dagger

USD 2,000 - 3,000

19th C. Scottish Silver Mounted Officers Dirk Dagger with Lion Crest. An attractive Scottish dirk from around mid to late 1800s, in its
fine silver mounts with Thistle flower engraved decorations. Grips of carved ebony or wood with silver nail decorations and
interesting Lion holding a Sword crest. Both dirk and fork mounted with wonderful smoky topaz stones, small knife lacking. Mounted
with a beautiful large blade retaining its original mirrored finish, very unusual configuration having long wide cavity on each side and
traditional fine serrated spine. Handsome and unusual example, definitely deserved further research. Overall length 18" Blade length
12 1/4".

496: Nice 19th C. Scottish Officers Cased Pistol and Small

USD 2,500 - 3,500

Nice 19th C. Scottish Officers Cased Pistol and Small Dirk Dagger set. A very cool set containing a nice quality Scottish pistol in
lower grade silver mounts with blued steel lock, all profusely engraved with floral decorations. In its original wooden case also
containing a bullet mold, bullets and caps, and a lovely small Sgian Dubh dirk with etched maker name on its mirrored blade. Pistol
length 10 1/2" Dirk length 8".

497: Fine 17th C. English or German Agate & Silver Hunting

USD 3,500 - 4,500

Very fine and early example with silver mounts, possibly used through American Revolution. Two tone wood grip topped with a large
Agate pommel, tooled leather scabbard with matching to the hilt silver mounts. Straight single edged blade engraved on one side
with a date of manufacture ANNO 1611.Very good condition and a rare quality early hunting sword for a noble figure of status and
rank. Total length 25", length of the blade - 19.5"

498: Cuttoe Hunting Sword from American Revolution, Fire

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Very Good "Cuttoe" Hunting Sword from American Revolution, Fire Blued and Gilt Blade similar to the George Washingtons dress
sword, this fine example has likely been worn by either American or English officer during the Revolutionary war. With its elegant
silver mounts and fluted ebony grip topped with a beast head pommel cap. Spectacular blade retaining most of its original blued and
gilt panels. Light wear overall, in fantastic condition for its age. Total length 27", length of the blade - 21.5"
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499: Very Fine Silver Mounted 18th C. "Cuttoe" Hunting

USD 3,500 - 4,500

Another high quality example of the mid to late 18th century Cuttoe sword, similar to the one owned and carried by George
Washington, in its lovely silver furniture with stained green grip and fantastic quality blade retaining most of its blued panels over very
fine engraved decorations. Probably Hungarian or French in origin, such type of swords were very popular among American officers
and were frequently carried by them with dress uniforms or even some times in battle. Excellent condition with minimal wear, a truly
choice example for any advanced collection. Total length 24", length of the blade - 17".

500: 17th-18th C. European Damascus "Cuttoe" Hunting Sword,

USD 3,500 - 4,500

Very fine and early example with cut steel mounts and ebony grip, still retaining original steel chain and hanger. Broad unfullered
single edged blade of actively patterned European Damascus steel. This rare sword is likely to date from the end of 17th century but
should have very well been used through the times of American Revolution. Total length 29 3/4", length of the blade - 22 1/4"

501: 17th C. Dutch "Cuttoe" Hunting Sword

USD 2,500 - 3,500

Rare 17th C. Dutch "Cuttoe" Hunting Sword, possibly used in American Revolution. Rare early example with finely carve bull horn
grip inlaid with small circular bone segments, beast head pommel distinctive to the Dutch weapons of the era. Fine chiseled steel
mounts and a sturdy lightly curved unfullered blade struck with a series of "eye-lash" markings usually attributed to famed Venetian
arms makers of the 17th century. Total length 25.25", length of the blade - 20".

502: 18th C. French Silver Mounted Hunting Sword, American

USD 2,000 - 3,000

Nice large example with a broad single edged blade having extensive false edge and large fuller to each side, both sides featuring
gold gilt panels over finely etched primitive hunting scenes and scrolls. In its fine silver furniture with ebony grip of traditional form,
original double-chain knuckle bow still present. Beautiful condition with lovely never-cleaned tarnish to all silver mounts. Total length
32", length of the blade - 24 1/2".

503: 18th C. European "Cuttoe" Hunting Sword, used in

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Unusual 18th C. European "Cuttoe" Hunting Sword, used in American Revolution with wonderful dog-bone style grip and protruding
steel clam shell guard. Very sturdy and robust saw back blade with advanced false edge area of the tip. Strong working example of
the American Revolution era. Total length 26 1/4", length of the blade - 21 1/4"

504: Fine 18th C. American Revolution era Silver Mounted

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Beautiful quality example with fine grips and silver hilt mounts bearing a silver hallmark to the ferrule. Straight single edged blade of
distinctive configuration, lower half with engraved primitive hunting scenes and scrolls, retaining lightly worn original gold gilt finish.
Very good condition considering the age, most likely carried by an officer of either side through the American Revolution, similar to
one of the swords owned by George Washington in that era. Total length in scabbard (when scabbard is present, without scabbard
otherwise) - 29 1/4", length of the blade - 23 1/4".

505: 19th C. Percussion Belt Buckle Gun "Anti-Garrotter"

USD 3,500 - 4,500

Rare large example with its original belt and replaced trigger string, nice smooth patina overall and in perfect working condition.
These guns were affixed to the Back of the waste and discharged by pulling on the string when attacked or grabbed from the back.
Very cool piece and a rare guns curiosa example.
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506: Fine 18th C. Dutch Cavalry Officers Sword with

USD 4,000 - 6,000

Rare and very cool 18th century Dutch saber featuring a fantastic carved grip depicting a Dutch Lion suppressing the German Eagle
at the top with a Roman horseman to the lower grip. Brass cross guard with S-turned eagle head finials. Large broad multi fullered
blade featuring partially worn engraved decorations running the entire length of the blade, on both sides. Very good condition with
light patina and moderate wear consistent with the age of this Fine and rare weapon which was most definitely in service during the
American Revolution.Total length including scabbard ( when scabbard is present) - 33 3/4". Length of the blade - 28 1/2".

507: Revolutionary War - War of 1812 American Navy Naval

USD 1,200 - 1,800

Made of hardened leather which in most cases would protect from even a cutlass blow, found in Sackets Harbor, New York together
with a similar example sold at our previous, December auction. Following the outbreak of war between the United States and Great
Britain in June 1812, Sackets Harbor became the center of American naval and military activity for the upper St. Lawrence Valley
and Lake Ontario. The brig Oneida, with a company of marines, was already at the harbor to suppress smuggling between northern
New York and Canada. Local woodlands provided ample timber, and a large fleet was constructed at the harbor?s extensive
shipyard. Barracks were also built for the thousands of soldiers, sailors, and mechanics who soon arrived to provide the manpower
for the invasion and conquest of Canada. A rare part of early American Naval history. Good condition with wear consistent with the
age.

508: Rare American Revolution to War of 1812 Silver Hilt

USD 2,500 - 3,500

A very handsome and rare example of an American produced officers sword, in English style but attributed to an outstanding Virginia
maker William Richardson Sr. Featuring a fine silver hilt with complex silver wire bound grip structure. Mounted with a straight large
fullered blade retaining fine fire gilt and blued panels with Patriotic and floral motifs. Beautiful condition for a 200+ year old piece,
light patina and tarnish to silver. Total length 35", length of the blade - 29 3/4"

509: 1830s-1850s Indian Head Sword for an American Infantry

USD 1,800 - 2,500

Rare Near Mint 1830s-1850s Indian Head Sword for an American Infantry Officer. Ultra-Fine example predating the American Civil
War and remaining in wonderful condition for its age, with lovely brass furniture having a distinctive Indian Head pommel and fluted
bone grips, back of the scabbard with a relief plaque depicting a makers logo Horstmann & Sons, Philadelphia and what appears to
be a serial number, front of the scabbard with fine engraved decorations. Straight large fullered blade retaining it near mint fire blued
and gilt panels with etched war trophies and patriotic motifs. Exceptional example overall and a gorgeous Federal era officers
weapon. Total length 38", length of the blade - 29 3/4"

510: Very Fine Model 1840 American Civil War Era US Medical

USD 1,500 - 2,000

In overall pristine condition with its gilt brass furniture featuring wonderful details cast in high relief, the langet with two silver letters
applied M.S. over the 7-star shield. Double edged blade is profusely etched on both sides with Patriotic motifs, war trophies and
floral scrolls, showing minimal wear and light patina consistent with the age. Excellent condition overall on this rare Civil War era
example. Total length 39 3/4", length of the blade - 36"

511: American Civil War US Non-Regulation Officers Sword +

USD 1,200 - 1,800

In its white metal mounts with openwork of US Eagle to the guard, shark skin grip fully intact. Mounted with a lightly curved large
fullered blade of German manufacture, etched on both sides with Patriotic and floral motifs, a New York retailers name etched at
ricasso. Very good condition with moderate patina to all mounts, blade retaining original mirrored finish. Came together with an IDed
Civil War Veterans medal to Samuel Wecks of Co. K. 27th Regiment Ohio Volunteers Infantry. Total length including scabbard (when
scabbard is present) - 39". Length of the blade - 32".
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512: Scarce 1862 US "Connecticut" marked Civil War Artillery

USD 1,500 - 2,000

Very nice clean example of the Civil War era US Artillery saber, with its curved large fullered blade marked to the Ames
Manufacturer on one side of ricasso, the other side with struck CONN. and early war date 1862. With its brass hilt mounts having
struck 59 marking to the D-guard, leather covered grip complete with original wire. Very good condition overall with nice smooth
patina and light wear consistent with the age, complete with its original steel scabbard hallmarked 85 near the throat. Total length
including scabbard (when scabbard is present) - 39 1/2". Length of the blade - 32".

513: English 1850s Cavalry Sword by MOLE Confederate Used

USD 800 - 1,200

Nice Regimentaly marked example of the English cavalry saber many of which were made for and used by Confederate army during
the war. With its steel hilt mounts and checkered ebony grips. Very battle efficient lightly curved blade with large unstoped fuller,
maker marked at ricasso. Very good condition with light wear and patina overall, heavy white spacer between guard and scabbard
still intact. Both guard and scabbard with regiment markings. Total length including scabbard (when scabbard is present) - 42 1/2".
Length of the blade - 35".

514: Circa 1850s to Civil War American Navy Officers Statue

USD 3,000 - 4,000

Beautiful presentation grade sword for a Navy officer of US Army, most likely to predate the Civil War period, featuring wonderful
figural hilt of cast brass with silver coated finish now showing much wear, statue grip depicting Lady Liberty holding a sword, other
intricate details including Dolphin head guard finial. Mounted with a straight large fullered blade retaining most of its fire blued and gilt
panels with etched decorations, light wear overall consistent with the age. And with its shark skin scabbard having brass mounts.
Gorgeous and rare example in very good condition for its age. Total length with scabbard - 39 3/4", length of the blade - 32 3/4"

515: Very Rare American "1849 Ames Mafg." Rifleman's Bowie

USD 3,000 - 5,000

Very Rare American "1849 Ames Mafg." Rifleman's Bowie Knife, Only 1000 made, Civil War used. Very rare complete example with
its original brass mounted leather scabbard and brass hilt mounts bearing well preserved markings and having original wooden grips
altered by the soldier using the knife who apparently preferred to have a straight bowie knife grip without the bulbous pommel, this
really adds much character to this well used Historic example. Crisp very well preserved markings to the powerful spear point blade.
Moderate patina and wear overall consistent with the age and extensive service of these rare American made early bowies. Total
length in scabbard - 18.75", length of the blade - 11.75"

516: Very Rare Prototype for Virginia Artillery Sword,

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Rare and very seldom encountered example of the prototype experimental model for the Virginia Manufacture Artillery saber, never
adopted for service and changed to a full size iron mounted model, this one having a brass hilt mount with typical cut through slots in
the guard and rounded Artillery type pommel, leather grip showing heavy wear. Mounted with a curved blade having large unstopped
fuller to each side. Fare condition for the age with rich patina and wear overall. A well used Confederate piece of weapon. Total
length including scabbard (when scabbard is present) - 34". Length of the blade - 27 3/4".

517: Primitive Confederate made Cavalry D-guard Sword,

USD 600 - 900

A nice home made example used by a Confederate soldier during the war, with its broad D-guard of white metal or brass and circular
section wooden grip. Mounted with a long curved blade with a large unstopped fuller. Fare condition with heavy patina and wear
consistent with the age and use of this last self defense reserve to some poor Southern soldier during the war.Total length in
scabbard (when scabbard is present, without scabbard otherwise) - 38 3/4", length of the blade - 34".
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518: American Civil War Era Confederate Soldier made D-guard

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Another cool home made example of the weapon made and used by poorly supplied Confederate soldiers during the war, with an
iron flat D-guard and wooden grip having some sort of blackened or burned finish, heavy patina and wear overall. Mounted with a
heavy curved blade with a distinctive tip, possibly a blade taken from a Virginia saber or a Nathan Starr saber, both of which were
used by Confederate soldiers. Uncertain markings to the blade and rich uniform patina throughout. Strong working example made for
serious battle use.Total length in scabbard (when scabbard is present, without scabbard otherwise) - 32 3/4", length of the blade - 27
3/4".

519: Napoleonic Era French Officers Sword later Altered for

USD 1,000 - 1,500

With its brass furniture showing dark mustard patina, with its original leather and wire bound grip, the side branches of the guard
have been removed to make the sword more suitable for being used by Confederate soldier, the original D-guard part however
bearing multiple markings. With its broad curved large fullered blade meant for most efficient battle action, one side bearing struck
marking matching to those on the brass guard. Fare condition with heavy patina and wear consistent with the age, and with its
original leather scabbard having large brass mounts en suite to the hilt. Very interesting and unusual example of the weapon used by
very poorly supplied Confederate army. Total length in scabbard (when scabbard is present, without scabbard otherwise) - 39",
length of the blade - 31"

520: Scarce 1850 Model US Dragoon Sword by "Tiffany Co."

USD 1,000 - 1,500

With its iron mounts and scabbard exhibiting unusual gilt finish, wooden grip with its original leather and wire bondage. Mounted with
a powerful working lightly curved blade featuring large unstopped fuller to each side, ricasso are bearing well preserved Tiffany
Company markings and Star marking possibly representing the State of Texas. Good condition with patina and wear consistent with
the age. Total length in scabbard (when scabbard is present, without scabbard otherwise) - 42", length of the blade - 35 1/2"

521: Civil War Confederate used Model 1818 "N. Starr"

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Scarce Starr cavalry saber later altered by a confederate soldier or possibly even an officer, with addition of a triple-branched cavalry
guard and brass brackets to the pommel and iron scabbard. Blade of typical Starr saber pattern with well preserved markings and
good steel finish with light smooth patina. Good condition overall on this rare working Confederate battle saber. Total length including
scabbard ( when scabbard is present) - 38 1/4". Length of the blade - 32 1/4".

522: Rare American Civil War Era Confederate Foot Officers

USD 2,500 - 4,500

Very good clean example of Confederate foot officers saber with its two-branch brass guard cast with raised lettering underneath of
the maker firm name and address "Boyle, Gamble & MacFee Richmond VA." and having leather covered grip with original twist wire
bondage. Mounted with an unmarked lightly curved blade having large unstopped fuller to each side. Very good condition, showing
nice smooth patina to blade and mounts. Total length including scabbard (when scabbard is present) - 35 1/2". Length of the blade 30".

523: American Civil War Era Confederate Georgia Pike Maker

USD 1,200 - 1,800

American Civil War era Confederate Georgia Pike maker marked "T" sword, knife. With a strong double edged blade struck with a
circled "T" makers mark at ricasso, steel guard and ferrule, part of the original wooden shaft is still present. Good powerful example,
showing patina and wear consistent with the age. Total length - 41", length of the blade - 12"
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524: Very Good American Revolution Era English Infantry

USD 1,500 - 2,000

With steel hilt mounts having an ultra fine sting ray skin grip bound by a flat silver or steel wire. Elegant multi fullered blade with long
false edge tip, areas of pitting towards the tip. In overall attractive condition with original untouched patina. Total length: 30 1/4",
length of the blade - 25".

525: Rare and Very Attractive American Revolution Silver

USD 2,500 - 3,500

Large battle saber most likely carried by an American Cavalry officer during the Revolutionary war era, with attractive silver hilt
mounts and very fine bull horn grip inlaid with silver wire and bound by a braided silver wire in slightly spiral grooves. Mounted with a
massive lightly curved blade with three fullers to each side, one side with partially worn maker mark inside the fullers. In beautiful
condition overall with lovely untouched patina and silver tarnish. Rare sword of better than average quality. Total length 37 1/2",
length of the blade - 31".

526: American Revolution Era to War of 1812 English

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Very powerful saber having a super thick and heavy blade well marked to a maker on one side and having a small marking to the
lower spine. Brass hilt with fluted ebony grip. Scarce saber of very impressive built. Total length 34 3/4", length of the blade - 30".

527: Large Silver Mounted Sword for an American Officer of

USD 3,000 - 4,000

An impressive large saber with its silver furniture and original leather scabbard still having its sash attached. Broad curved large
fullered blade with interesting markings to ricasso. In pristine condition considering the age and service, light dents to silver and
lovely age tarnish, uncleaned from the times of swords service. Total length 38", length of the blade - 32".

528: American Civil War M-1850 Field & Staff Officers Sword

USD 1,200 - 1,800

American Civil War M-1850 Field & Staff Officers Sword. Good example of German manufacture in its brass furniture with shark skin
grip retaining its original wire. Blade with well preserved crisp etched decorations of American Patriotic motifs and Clauberg makers
mark, unusual "47" number struck at the lower spine. In its original brass mounted leather scabbard. Overall length 39" Blade length
33".

529: American Civil War Confederate Officers Sword Presented

USD 3,500 - 4,500

American Civil War Confederate Officers Sword Presented from "Corporal W.L. Waits to Texas Captain Douglas Battery". Rare
Confederate presentation sword in its brass furniture with iron scabbard having engraved attribution to the Texas captain at the
throat mount. Open work guard with CS cast in high relief at the back of the guard, leather covered grip with twist brass wire.
Mounted with an almost straight sturdy blade having large unstopped fuller to each side. D-guard with traces of old repair. Overall
length 39" Blade length 32 1/4".

530: Fine Quality 19th C. English General Officers Mameluke

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Fine Quality 19th C. English General Officers Mameluke Sword in Turkish Shamshir Style. An exceptionally attractive example for an
English officer serving in the Indian colonies, with very ornate fire gilt brass mounts and fine grips of noble material, with its red fabric
covered scabbard and original knot tassel still present. Mounted with a beautiful and very elegant blade featuring etched decorations
for its entire length with the makers logo under the English crest on one side of ricasso. Overall length 38 1/2" Blade length 33".
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531: Very Fine French Napoleonic era Officers Sword Blade in

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Very Fine French Napoleonic era Officers Sword Blade in Original Case. Fabulous quality blade in its original mirrored finish,
well-wrought with light curvature to its length, with a broad central fuller and pronounced back edge with clipped tip. Finely blued with
gilded motifs on either side, marked at the right forte S.M. In its fitted, leather-covered wooden case lined with velvet and brass
mounts, having 4 hooks on one side and 3 hooks on the other - hinged side of the case (few missing). Late 18th-early 19th century.
Case length 39" Blade length 33" Not counting the tang.

532: 19th C. Military Militia Uniform Tunic, probably French

USD 300 - 500

19th C. Military Militia Uniform Tunic, probably French or American.Unknown origin, possibly French but could turn out to be
American, one opinion we received that it is a Virginia Militia tunic and possibly Confederate but not sure how accurate this is. Of
gray and yellow fabric with various numbers on the lining.

533: Early 19th C. Napoleonic era French or German Hussar

USD 1,200 - 1,800

Early 19th C. Napoleonic era French or German Hussar Officers Sword.In its brass furniture with a leather wrapped and wired grip
terminating in lovely lions head pommel. Solid brass scabbard housing a curved large fullered blade with blued panels and gilt
etched decorations. An attractive saber of early 1800s era, probably carried by an officer of Napoleons army. Overall length 39 1/2"
Blade length 32 3/4".

534: Very Well marked and 1814 Dated French Napoleonic

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Very Well marked and 1814 Dated French Napoleonic Cuirassiers PALASCHE Sword. A Massive sword for the curassier soldier
who must have been close to 7 feet tall to successfully maneuver such a big and heavy weapon in battle. With its huge brass
mounted hilt having various markings and numbers struck to the guard and leather covered grip bound by its original thick brass
wire. Wearing a powerful straight double fullered blade with struck markings to ricasso and fine inscription along the spine indicating
of the manufacturer and date of issue, other side of ricasso struck with number "16", an unusual marking to find and seldom
encountered on most similar examples. In its heavy steel scabbard with multiple unusual markings and number to the drag. A very
exciting and super-powerful piece of weapon, used by Napoleons elite troops.Overall length 45 3/4" Blade length 38 1/4".

535: Unique 18th - early 19th C. American or English

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Unique 18th - early 19th C. American or English Midshipmans Navy Officers Dirk Dagger. A lovely early example dating from around
War of 1812 era or slightly earlier, wearing a slander but very vicious double edged blade of thick oval section, both sides with free
style etched decorations depicting the Village with animals and a house, most likely meant to remind its owner of his home place and
his home animal, helping to deal with nostalgia during those long sea voyages and war times. In its gilt brass mounts with fine carved
grip. Good condition with nice dark patina and wear overall consistent with the age of this Very cool early dirk featuring possibly
Unique private-order blade decorations. Total length in scabbard ( when scabbard is present, without scabbard otherwise) - 11",
length of the blade - 7 1/2".

536: Magnificent antique hand painted Royal Vienna porcelain

USD 2,500 - 4,500

Magnificent antique hand painted Royal Vienna porcelain charger with mythological scene. Signed A. Heer, porcelain Beehive mark
on the back. Dimensions in frame - 27" x 27", without frame diameter - 14 1/2"
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537: Fine antique Watercolor painting by listed German

USD 500 - 800

Fine antique Watercolor painting by listed German artist Victor Muller ( 1829/30 - 1871 ).Depicting two Renaissance era noblemen
with sword and stiletto dagger. In frame 11'' x 9" without frame 9 1/2" x 7 1/2".

538: Antique French Porcelain plaque painting of three armed

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Antique French Porcelain plaque painting of three armed guards staying next to castle. Signed H. Deprez. Dimensions in frame - 21"
x 17", without frame - 16" x 12"

539: Very fine colorful hand painted porcelain plaque

USD 700 - 900

Very fine colorful hand painted porcelain plaque depicting English fully armed guard. Nice wood frame. Dimensions in frame - 16" x
10", without frame - 13 1/2" x 7 1/2"

540: Fine 19th C. Silver Gamblers Set with English Dagger by

USD 2,500 - 4,500

Fine 19th C. Silver Gamblers Set with English Dagger by "G. Woodhead", Pepper-box Pistol & Watch. A beautiful and fine gamblers
set with many great silver mounted elements, including a Sheffield made dirk, pepper-box pistol, pocket watch with fantastic skull
snuff-box watch fob, match case, tobacco case and very cool note book, some with engraved attributions. Inside its original wooden
box having brass mounts. Very good condition and a super cool 19th century example. Dimensions: 11.75" x 6" x 2".

541: Very Fine Pair of 18th-19th C. Ottoman Turkish

USD 4,000 - 6,000

Very Fine Pair of 18th-19th C. Ottoman Turkish Flintlock Pistols in Silver Mounts. Exceptionally attractive large guns with elaborate
silver mounts and extensive silver Koftgari works to barrels, trigger guards and side plates. Each barrel with the copper inlaid Islamic
signature of the maker. Flintlocks of superb quality with fine engraved decorations and maker name. With their fine carved wood
stocks inlaid with silver wire decorations, including an image of the ZULFIKAR sword. Length: 20 1/4"

542: 18th - 19th C. Pair of Islamic Turkish or Persian

USD 2,500 - 3,500

18th - 19th C. Pair of Islamic Turkish or Persian Blunderbuss Pistols with Silver Decorations. Large pistols of unusual and seldom
encountered form. With brass mounts and silver damascene barrels of somewhat blunderbuss form. Large flintlocks with simple
engraved decorations. Length: 17 1/2"

543: 19th C. American Civil War Era Cased Telescope of

USD 600 - 900

19th C. American Civil War Era Cased Telescope of Lovely Quality. An adorable early piece of optics, in very fine brass fitted mounts
of noble material having few age hairlines, nevertheless remaining completely solid, lenses are undamaged and have great clarity.
Comes in original leather case. Possibly used by a Civil War era officer or a Navy guy. Dimensions: 4.75" x 2.25"
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544: Nice Pair of 18th - 19th C. Silver Mounted Flintlock

USD 2,000 - 3,000

Nice Pair of 18th - 19th C. Silver Mounted Flintlock Pistols for Islamic Ottoman Turkish Market. With well-carved walnut stocks and
elaborate silver mounts. Featuring military trophies and floral motifs. Barrels with gold inlaid elements. Early flintlocks with fine
chiseled and engraved decorations. A very attractive pair of early Ottoman used holster pistols. Length: 17"

545: Circa 1830s - 1860s American Gamblers Bowie Knife Push

USD 3,500 - 5,500

Circa 1830s - 1860s American Gamblers Bowie Knife Push Dagger and Pistol Set by "Lasserre New Orleans". A wonderful and
seldom encountered example in its original wooden case with original old fabric lining. Consisting of silver and stag mounted fighting
dagger, a horn-handled push dagger with a silver name plaque in the handle, and a small gamblers pistol marked "NATIONAL
ARMS CO. BROOKLYN NY" on top of the barrel. Both knives marked to a New Orleans maker and exhibit traces of blued blade
finish, now mostly worn. Fabulous set, possibly later used by a Confederate soldier or officer during the war. Bowie knife length: 14
1/4". Push dagger length: 7". Pistol length: 5 1/2". Box dimensions: 14 1/4" x 10 1/4" x 2"

546: 19th C. Pair of French Percussion Holster Pistols

USD 1,500 - 2,500

19th C. Pair of French Percussion Holster Pistols. With nicely checkered walnut stocks, blued steel mounts and horn ram-rod tips.
Very large caliber barrels of octagonal section. Both locks with fine makers signature. each barrel with struck numbers and markings.
Length: 13 1/2"

547: Very Fine 18th -19th C. Russian Caucasian or Persian

USD 2,500 - 3,500

Very Fine 18th -19th C. Russian Caucasian or Persian Islamic Pistol with Damascus Barrel and Gold Inlays. A rare example of
substantial size with its fine birch wood stock made in 2 overlapping pieces as is typical to most Caucasian guns. Having wonderful
chiseled steel mounts richly inlaid with gold decorations, including an Islamic signature. Mounted with a fine Damascus steel barrel,
chiseled and gold inlaid, with a solid gold makers mark and another struck marking, held by a very unusual and seldom encountered
silver band having a cut-through cartouche of Islamic calligraphy and a relief image of a warrior taming what appears to be a unicorn.
A European made lock of fine quality with intricate floral engraved decorations and makers name: "W. RICHARDS". A very attractive
and high quality pistol of Islamic warriors, most likely started its life in the 18th C. as a flintlock, later converted into percussion for
more practical use. Length: 20 1/4"

548: Very Nice 18th -19th C. Russian Caucasian or Persian

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Very Nice 18th -19th C. Russian Caucasian or Persian Islamic Pistol with Damascus Barrel and Gold & Silver Inlays. With an
attractive 2-tone wood stock having checkered grip and its fine quality Damascus steel barrel inlaid with silver and gold, including an
Islamic signature. Percussion lock and steel trigger guard engraved with intricate floral motifs. A fine quality Islamic weapon, most
likely started its life in the 18th C. as a flintlock, later converted into percussion for more practical use. Length: 17 1/2"

549: 18th - 19th C. English Naval Flintlock Pistol by "H.

USD 2,000 - 3,000

18th - 19th C. English Naval Flintlock Pistol by "H. NOCK". An attractive large pistol used by a naval officer having a strong brass
barrel with engraved and carved decorations. Brass and steel lock. Maker marked on the base plate. The trigger guard and other
mounts appear to be of some sort of silver or German silver metal. Length: 18"
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550: Fascinating 18th - 19th C. European or American Jailers

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Fascinating 18th - 19th C. European or American Jailers KEY - GUN. A rare large example of all steel with a matchlock mechanism.
Typically used by a jail-guard if any of the inmates gives him trouble during his rounds. A seldom encountered weapon and a
fascinating piece of guns curiosa. Length: 10 1/4"

551: 19th C. German SHUSTEN Rifle Maker Marked

USD 1,200 - 1,500

19th C. German SHUSTEN Rifle Maker Marked. A very large and attractive example with elaborate wood stock and iron mounts.
Barrel appears to be of some sort of Damascus steel and is well-marked to the maker on top. Length: 44"

552: Dated 18th C. Islamic Arabic Algerian Miquelet Rifle

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Dated 18th C. Islamic Arabic Algerian Miquelet Rifle. Fine example with an elaborate large lock chiseled and engraved baring an
Islamic calligraphy marking, probably of a maker. With a large caliber octagonal section barrel and brass mounts over fine dark
woods stock. Retaining its original embroidered fabric, finger protector at the beginning of the lock. Dated 1199 in Arabic numerals
which corresponds to 1785 in Gregorian calendar. Length: 40"

553: Rare Massive 1807 Dated Indian Rifle with 17th C.

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Rare Massive 1807 Dated Indian Rifle with 17th C. Barrel. An impressive early rifle used by Indian warriors having a large flintlock
mechanism of European, possibly English, manufacturer. Well marked and dated 1807. Mounted with an extraordinary and
super-heavy 17th C. barrel. Brass inlaid and engraved with a tree-like symbol and Islamic calligraphy. The end of the barrel in a
figural form of a mystical beast head. A very large caliber. And an exceptionally massive and heavy gun. Length: 48 1/2"

554: 19th C. Islamic Arabic Snaphaunce Lock Rifle in Camel

USD 600 - 900

19th C. Islamic Arabic Snaphaunce Lock Rifle in Camel Bone Mounts. A primitive Arabic rifle with a crude snaphaunce firing
mechanism in its full stock covered in camel bone sections, bound by the low grade silver bands and decorations. Length: 50 3/4"

555: Very Fine 18th - Early 19th C. Ottoman Albanian

USD 2,500 - 3,500

Very Fine 18th - Early 19th C. Ottoman Albanian Miquelet Rifle. A very attractive example of exceptional length. In its steel mounts
profusely engraved and inset with circular mosaic rosettes throughout the length of the stock. The butt of the stock is inlaid with
mother of pearl sections and adorned with large and small silver flower bosses. Miquelet firing mechanism is finely engraved and
struck with makers mark. An exceptionally long barrel bearing partially worn makers name. Original leather belt still present. A very
fine weapon of superb quality. Length: 68 3/4"

556: Rare 16th - 17th C. Austrian Hungarian or Russian Wheel

USD 4,000 - 6,000

Rare 16th - 17th C. Austrian Hungarian or Russian Wheel - Lock Hunting Rifle (Arquibus). A rare early hunting rifle of eastern
European or Russian Imperial origin. Having an impressive wheel-lock mechanism of chiseled and engraved steel with gilt brass
decorations including angel face and a large double-headed crowned eagle. Heavy large caliber barrel of octagonal section.
Hallmarked on each side and featuring lovely scrimshaw bone decorations and a wonderful black bear horn carving inserted into the
butt of the stock. Rare and early weapon used by noblemen for hunting or even military action. Circa 16th - 17th C. Length: 38 3/4"
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557: Scarce Continental Air Rifle with Air Reservoir, Circa

USD 2,000 - 3,000

Scarce Continental Air Rifle with Air Reservoir, Circa 1810-1820s. A rare early 19th century Air gun with a large copper ball reservoir
and lovely carved wood stock with horn tip and brass mounts. With its original steel lock and two-stage barrel which starts out as
octagonal section for 1/3 of the length, becoming round section for the remaining two thirds. Good example of this seldom
encountered weapon. Overall length 43"

558: 19th C. English or American Double Barrel Hunting

USD 800 - 1,200

Rare Baker Pat Hammer Double Barrel 10 Ga by L C SMITH Syracuse NY . Considered by most (including Lt Col Brophy the author
of L C Smith Shotguns) to be the first of the L C Smith Hammer double guns, this 10 Ga Damascus double has the articulating front
trigger which unlocks the barrels, a set of 30 inch Damascus barrels, and it is totally original. Metal shows not much original finish
just a nice patina from age with very distinct Damascus pattern on barrels, nice smooth metal on action which has faded from age,
etc. Barrels marked on top rib L C SMITH MAKER OF BAKER GUN SYRACUSE NY DAMASCUS STEEL. Action is marked on
either side BAKER PAT and the gun bears some nice but minimal factory border engraving. Overall length 47"

559: Rare 17th-18th C. Italian Hunting Dagger Bayonet for

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Rare 17th-18th C. Italian Hunting Dagger Bayonet for Single & Double Barrel Mount. A unique early example of the Italian dagger
bayonet for a hunting rifle, designed for being mounted on either a single barrel or double barrel rifle with a hinged lockable socket,
which is by now a hair short from being locked but comes very close being shut, engraved with floral decorations. With its great
quality double edged blade having deeply chiseled ricasso area with a large shell decoration to each side, lower blade with either
brass or silver inlays. In its original leather scabbard having silver mounts, tip disattached. A fascinating and exceptionally rare early
bayonet, a true find for any bayonets collector. Overall length 14", Blade length 8"

560: Spectacular Large Milton Shield after 1667 Miltons

USD 1,000 - 2,000

Spectacular Large Milton Shield after 1667 Miltons "Paradise Lost" Poem . A splendid English shield, circa 1900s, made of heavy
cast composite material, after John Miltons "Paradise Lost", a poem by the English poet John Milton, was published in 1667. It tells
the story of the Fall of Man, the temptation of Adam and Eve and their expulsion from the Garden of Eden. Of oval form, decorated
with scenes from John Miltons poem "Paradise Lost", the central circular panel representing the Archangel Raphael with Adam and
Eve, the other panels depicting the conflict between heaven and hell. According to the South Kensington Museum (now Victoria and
Albert Museum) Curator, George Wallis: "Every face expresses the appropriate mental emotion or passion. There is awe and fear
expressed in the face of Adam, and modesty in that of Eve, as they listen to the recital by Raphael of the conflict between the hosts
of Heaven and Hell . . . There is Michael-Angelo-like force of drawing in the terrified faces and forms of the defeated rebels as they
are driven out of Heaven, and fall down to perdition in an endless variety of attitude, recalling the Last Judgment. How fiercely St.
Michael wields his flaming sword, as he stands on the prostrate body of the Dragon! Sin and Death are represented with their
appropriate symbols at the bottom of the Shield, and soaring far above the region of conflict, strife, defeat, sin and death, seraphic
and angelic figures, borne on wings, approach, in attitude adoring, the cherub-surrounded Emblem of all Light and Life, spiritual and
material. The sign of the zodiac, with figures floating, symbolize the rolling year and flight of time, and delicately-worked leafage, in
low relief, is introduced to fill up the space not occupied by the illustration of the poem.". Height 32 3/4", Width 25 1/4" , Weight 29
1/2 Lb.

561: Attractive 19th C. Copy of Italian Benvenuto CELLINI

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Attractive 19th C. Copy of Italian Benvenuto CELLINI Shield for Francesco I de Medici circa 1570. Beautiful Victorian era
representation of the 1570 shield made for Francesco I de Medici. Retaining accurate details to the original shield, this one is made
of one piece heavy gauge copper with silvered finish, embossed with wonderful details. Very well made and exceptionally attractive
display piece for any Arms and Armor collection. Height 22 1/2", Width 15"
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562: 1726 Dated Cast Iron Wall Plaque Shield with Violent

USD 300 - 500

1726 Dated Cast Iron Wall Plaque Shield with Violent Medieval Battle Scenes. An attractive decorative shield of cast iron depicting a
very detailed and very violent battle scene of medieval warriors with swords axes spears helmets and armor. Nice piece for what it is.
Dated 1726 on the back.SIZE 16" x 9 1/2"

563: 19th C. German Wooden Shield with Hand Painting after

USD 800 - 1,200

19th C. German Wooden Shield with Hand Painting after Gustave Courbet "The German Huntsman". A lovely piece of 19th century
artwork, probably German, depicting intricate hunting scenes of early medieval era. Hand painted on wood, Wonderful details..
Diameter 21"

564: Very Large 19th C. Cast Iron Shield in the style of

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Very Large 19th C. Cast Iron Shield in the style of Medieval Parade Armor. Massive example of the Victorian era representation of
the Medieval or early Renaissance era Parade Armor normally owned by royalties and noblemen of the early times. Depicting
wonderful Gothic and mythological details. A very attractive large and heavy piece, will greatly compliment any advanced Arms and
Armor display in your house. Diameter 26 1/4" , Weight : Just under 15 Lb.

565: Very Rare 16th - 17th C. German or English Civil War

USD 3,500 - 5,000

Very Rare 16th - 17th C. German or English Civil War Sappers "Siege Helmet". Rare type of Siege helmet used between 16th and
17th centuries by German and English sappers, exceptionally heavy, weighing 8 1/4 pounds and having a hemispherical skull with
shallow medial ridge; with riveted iron brims front and rear. Many such helmets were used during the Thirty Years War which was a
brutal conflict fought primarily in the German States. Many towns and fortresses were besieged and destroyed. Crucial to these
actions were the sappers, or siege engineers, who had the dangerous job of getting close to the walls undermining them with various
means of breaching them. This brought them under direct fire from virtually every weapon in the arsenal of the besieged; including
boiling oil, rocks, fire, and guns of all types. To help protect them they wore very heavy padded bulletproof armor. This type helmets
were also used in the English Civil War. It survives in such excellent original condition due to its being kept ready for use for
centuries in one of the many town arsenals in Germany or England. Museum inventory number is painted on under one of the brims.

566: 17th-18th C. English or German Pikemans Helmet

USD 1,000 - 1,500

17th-18th C. English or German Pikemans Helmet. A nice European Pikemans helmet, probably a later - 18th century example with
its one piece skull and two piece brim, all forged of slightly lighter gauge steel than the steel used on earlier - 17th century examples,
all riveted together and having frequent brass tacks around the skull once holding the lining which is now gone, original black painted
finish inside with either arsenal or inventory number painted in white, the chin strap is a much later addition.

567: Very Good 14th C. style English or Italian "Hounskull"

USD 2,000 - 3,000

Very Good 14th C. style English or Italian "Hounskull" or "Pigface" Basinet Helmet. A high quality later version of the late Medieval
era Italian or English Knights "Pigface" Basinet helmet, authentically constructed with a fully removable vizor and fine riveted chain
mail of steel and brass combination. An impressive piece, large and heavy, possibly a Museum display example.
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568: Rare 16th-17th C. German or Italian "DeathHead" Closed

USD 4,000 - 6,000

Rare 16th-17th C. German or Italian "DeathHead" Closed Helmet. A very impressive large helmet typically attributed to the knights of
Germanic countries, some variations though were used by Italian troops in the 16th and early 17th centuries and are referred to as
"Savoyard" helmets. This awesome example is made of heavy gauge steel with separate hinged visor and face guard mask, all
fastened by metal hooks. Some restoration to the black paint on the vizor, otherwise retaining most of its original black paint finish
with natural age wear, mostly around the multi plated neck ring.

569: SPECTACULAR CIRCA 1820s ENGLISH NAVAL BATTLE CANNONS

USD 25,000 - 35,000

SPECTACULAR PAIR OF CIRCA 1820s ENGLISH NAVAL BATTLE CANNONS by Liverpool maker "McAndrew & Woore Gun
Founders Liverpool". Very heavy barrels well wrought of iron retaining much of their original gold gilt finish, both are well engraved to
the 1820s Liverpool maker. Mounted on their original wood and iron carriages with strong steel wheels. Multiple touch halls to each
barrel, some of which were spiked. Awesome pair which came off of the British battle ship, come with their original ram rod having
the powder measurer and barrel cleaning devise, and even original 1800s spider web inside the wheels :)Each barrel length 33 1/2".
Total length with the carriage is 35". Barrel opening (cannon ball diameter) is 2 1/8". Very Very Heavy !

570: Extremely rare example of Medieval European 14/15

USD 1,300 - 1,600

Extremely rare example of Medieval European ( probably German ) 14/15 century Gothic stained glass panel depicting war scene
battle. Very fine quality and details. With the frame: 12 1/4" x 11". Image size: 10" x 8 1/2"

571: Scarce example of Medieval European 14/15 century

USD 1,200 - 1,500

Scarce example of Medieval European 14/15 century Gothic stained glass panel depicting Catholic priest surrounding by
people.Great details. With the frame: 13 1/2" x 10 1/2". Image size: 11 1/4" x 8 1/2"

572: Circa 1840s-1860s Boxed Set of 3 English Sheffield

USD 3,500 - 5,500

Circa 1840s-1860s Boxed Set of 3 English Sheffield Bowie Knives by "James Rogers Royal Cutlery". An exceptionally attractive set
in its original lacquered wood box with fancy lining. All 3 knives with fluted bone grips and German silver mounts. Each with makers
name to ricasso. Set possibly made for American market sometime between Gold Rush period and Civil War Era. Box dimensions:
19 1/4" x 8 1/2" x 2 1/4"

573: Circa 1840s-1860s American Civil War Era Fighting Bowie

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Circa 1840s-1860s American Civil War Era Fighting Bowie Knife. In its German silver mounts with a buffalo horn grip carved with
simple geometric design. With its large clip-point blade exhibiting heavy patina throughout. Knife comes in an old leather sheathe,
possibly a period replacement. Overall length: 15". Blade length: 9"

574: Beautiful American Civil War Era Etched Bowie Knife

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Beautiful American Civil War Era Etched Bowie Knife English Made. A lovely quality, probably Sheffield made, for American Civil
War market with a crisp, near-mint clip-point blade bearing wonderful etched American eagle and motto. In its German silver mounts
with deer stag grips. Overall length: 12". Blade length: 8"
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575: Quality English Bowie Knife Etched "A SURE DEFENSE" for

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Quality English Bowie Knife Etched "A SURE DEFENSE" for American Civil War Market. With its fine double-edged blade of
diamond section retaining mirrored finish and almost mint etched panel. In its German silver mounts with deer stag grips. Overall
length: 10" Blade length: 5 3/4"

576: English Etched "The Americans Pride..." Bowie Knife

USD 1,200 - 1,600

English Etched "The Americans Pride..." Bowie Knife Dirk for American Civil War Market. Unusual example of lovely quality with a
double-edged diamond section blade retaining its crisp etched motto to one side: "THE AMERICANS PRIDE." "EQUAL RIGHTS,
EQUAL LAWS, AND JUSTICE". With a beautiful silver and German silver scabbard mounts. Overall length: 10 1/4". Blade length: 5
1/4"

577: English Etched Bowie Knife Dagger by "Robert Linguard

USD 1,200 - 1,800

English Etched Bowie Knife Dagger by "Robert Linguard Sheffield" for American Civil War Market. A lovely example with a
double-edged diamond section blade retaining its mirror finish with a crisp etched panel to one side, depicting a motto: "NEVER
DRAW ME WITHOUT REASON, NOR SHEATHE ME WITHOUT HONOR". Bordered by wonderful floral scrolls. Ricasso with a
well-preserved makers name. With its German silver mounts. Pictures dont do it justice, the blade is real crisp on this one. Overall
length: 10 3/4". Blade length: 5 3/4"

578: Unusual 1840s-1860s English/American Gamblers Bowie

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Unusual 1840s-1860s English/American Gamblers Bowie Knife by S.C. WRAGG with Silver Hilt. A very nice and unusual early
bowie knife, possibly altered by a gambler at early to mid-1800s. Having a silver grip on guard with a distinctive ring for flipping knife
around the index finger. Set with a bone dice at the ferrule. With its clip-point blade bearing a fine and unusual makers logo to: S.C.
WRAGG. In its period matched-up hard leather sheathe.A very cool knife indeed used by early American gambler. Overall length: 10
1/4". Blade length: 5 1/2"

579: 1850s-1860s English IXL Bowie Knife by G. WOSTENHOLM &

USD 800 - 1,200

1850s-1860s English IXL Bowie Knife by G. WOSTENHOLM & SON for American Civil War Market. With its sturdy spear-point blade
bearing well-preserved makers logo struck in very large font. Ricasso with large IXL motto. Having nice ornate German silver guard
and escutcheon shield over lovely deer stag grips. Overall length: 10 1/2". Blade length: 5 1/4"

580: Scarce English Exhibition Quality Dirk Dagger of Early

USD 800 - 1,200

Scarce English Exhibition Quality Dirk Dagger of Early IXL WOSTENHOLM Manufacture. A very beautiful quality dagger of the type
typically made by George Wostenholm and marked on the blade on most known examples as well as engraved IXL at the pommel.
This one is free of markings and probably of an earlier production made by the same maker. In very ornate gilt brass mounts and
mounted with a fabulous quality vicious double-edged blade. Overall length: 9 1/2". Blade length: 5 1/4"

581: Fine 17th C. Stiletto Dagger by Famous Italian

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Fine 17th C. Stiletto Dagger by Famous Italian Blacksmith "ANTHONIO PICHINNIO"A rare example with dyed shark-skin and
German silver mounts. Mounted with exceptionally thick and sturdy double-fullered blade marked inside of each fuller to one of the
most famous Italian makers of Renaissance Era. An exceptional quality dagger. A rare find for any collector. Overall length: 10 3/4".
Blade length: 6 1/2"
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582: 17th - 18th C. Italian or French Stiletto Dagger with

USD 800 - 1,200

17th - 18th C. Italian or French Stiletto Dagger with Unusual Steel Grip. With its steel hilt of left-hand dagger form with unusual open
work to the grip. Strong blade with two deep fullers to each side, inn its original steel scabbard. Overall length:10 1/2". Blade length:6
1/2"

583: American Civil War Period Confederate South Carolina

USD 1,000 - 2,000

American Civil War Period Confederate South Carolina Bowie Knife Made from Artillery Sword. With its solid brass hilt marked "C.S."
on one side of the pommel. The other side is marked "S.C." Several interesting marking under the guard. Having a very strong large
clip-point blade altered from its original artillery sort blade. A very well shaped being double-edged for most of its length, except for
the first inch of ricasso. A rare example made and used by South Carolina Confederate soldier during the war. Overall length: 15".
Blade length: 9"

584: Massive American Civil War Era Confederate Bowie Knife

USD 2,500 - 3,500

Massive American Civil War Era Confederate Bowie Knife in Leather Sheathe. A huge and very impressive example of a
Confederate used bowie knife with walnut grips and large iron guard and rivets. Mounted with a monster size blade of clip-point form.
In its fantastic original leather scabbard with a sort of a belt hanger. Awesome piece of massive proportions. Overall length: 23"
Blade length: 14 1/2"

585: America Civil War Era Confederate D-Guard Bowie Knife

USD 1,200 - 1,800

America Civil War Era Confederate D-Guard Bowie Knife (Arkansas Toothpick). With its distinctively broad single-edged blade
referred to as a Arkansas toothpick due to its prolong tip. Evidence of usage and combat to the back edge.With its crude blacksmith
forged iron D-guard and bolsters. Mounted with its original walnut grip. Overall length: 17 1/4". Blade length: 12"

586: Fine 17th C. German Aristocrats Hunting Knife Dagger

USD 2,000 - 3,000

Fine 17th C. German Aristocrats Hunting Knife Dagger. Fine 17th C. German Aristocrats Hunting Knife Dagger with Jade Stone Grip
& Silver Mounts. An Outstanding early example having lovely silver mounts and fine grip of fine Green Jade stone. Wearing a
straight single edged blade struck with a makers mark to each side. In its silver mounted sting ray skin scabbard with hallmarks, all
showing nice patina and light wear consistent with the age. A Noblemans piece of rare quality, most likely to date from 1600s era.
Total length - 14 3/4", length of the blade - 8 1/4"

587: 1751 dated German Presentation Chefs or Hunters Knife

USD 1,000 - 1,500

1751 dated German Presentation Chefs or Hunters Knife. Very Cool 1751 dated German Presentation Chefs or Hunters Knife in
Original Box. Outstanding 18th century Presentation piece having a Massive ultra thick blade of distinctive down turned form, both
sides with fine quality engraved presentations and medallions having various markings and date. Steel mounts and bull horn grips.
Comes in its original presentation box retaining some tooled letters to its leather cover, most likely owners or makers initials. Very
unusual and rare example, a true find for any Early knives Collector ! Total length in scabbard (when scabbard is present, without
scabbard otherwise) - 15", length of the blade - 9 1/2"
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588: 18th - 19th C. Giant Spanish NAVAJA Folding Sword Knife

USD 1,500 - 2,500

18th - 19th C. Giant Spanish NAVAJA Folding Sword Knife. Very rare huge example of a Spanish Navaja with brass mounted handle
and broad single-edged blade of traditional leafed form. Decorated with series of large dots each inlaid with red enamel. Overall
length: 47 1/4". Blade length: 22 1/2"

589: 18th -19th C. Large Spanish NAVAJA folding Knife with

USD 700 - 900

18th -19th C. Large Spanish NAVAJA folding Knife with Inscribed Blade. In bullhorn and brass mounts with a large leafed blade
having an extensive ratchet making a loud rattling noise when opens. Engraved on one side with Latin inscription, other with floral
decorations. Overall length: 22". Blade length: 10"

590: 19th C. Signed Hand Painted Sword Fish Bill with Naval

USD 800 - 1,200

19th C. Signed Hand Painted Sword Fish Bill with Naval and Pirate Scenes. Very cool piece of antique artwork. Hand-painted and
signed by an artist. G. Elliott. Painted with pirates and intricate naval motives. Excellent addition to any nautical collection. Length: 30
3/4"

591: American Civil War Era English Etched Bowie Knife by

USD 1,000 - 1,500

American Civil War Era English Etched Bowie Knife by "Edward Barnes & Sons". In its German silver mounts with a clip-point blade
having one side fully etched with a large American spread wing eagle over a ribbon with makers name on it. Inscription on the left of
the eagle reads: "AMERICANS ASK FOR NOTHING, BUT WHAT IS RIGHT. SUBMIT TO NOTHING THAT IS WRONG." Under the
ribbon with makers name there is faint inscription: "AMERICAN BOWIE KNIFE". On the right of the eagle, reads: "THE UNITED
STATES, THE LAND OF THE FREE & THE HOME OF THE BRAVE", lower: "PROTECTED BY HER NOBLE AND BRAVE
VOLUNTEERS". Overall length: 11 1/4", Blade length: 6 1/2"

592: Huge 19th C. English French or American Folding Bowie

USD 1,000 - 2,000

Huge 19th C. English French or American Folding Bowie. Interesting Giant folding knife most likely to date from around American
Civil War era, with an unmarked spear point blade in original mirrored finish and retaining good edge. Grip with good quality white elk
stag scales and steel mounts. Good condition overall on this amazing early Giant folder. Dimensions: open state - 22" in length,
closed - 12" in length.

593: Circa 1840s-1850s English Silver Mounted California

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Circa 1840s-1850s English Silver Mounted California Bowie Knife. Lovely quality early California bowie knife, English made for
American market most likely predating the American Civil War by few decades, featuring finely engraved solid silver scabbard of
distinctive form, fine carved grip with silver guard and ferrule. Mounted with a very sturdy and robust single edged blade of
spear-point form, having impressive false edged tip and bearing a struck makers name "Parkin & Marshal, Sheffield". Good condition
with average wear and patina consistent with the age. Total length in scabbard ( when scabbard is present, without scabbard
otherwise) - 12", length of the blade - 6"

594: Early Etched English Bowie Knife by W&S BUTCHER for

USD 2,500 - 3,500

Early Etched English Bowie Knife by W&S BUTCHER for American Market "Self Defender". With a large silver handle of cutlery type
and silver guard. Arkansas Toothpick style blade etched on one side with "Self Defender" motto among elaborate floral scrolls, struck
with fine makers logo to the same side. Good condition with nice patina overall consistent with the age, comes with its original tooled
leather scabbard having German silver tip. Rare and early knife, circa 1840s-1850s. Total length in scabbard ( when scabbard is
present, without scabbard otherwise) - 13 1/4", length of the blade - 8"
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595: Large Decorative Chinese Sword of Carved Ox Bone

USD 700 - 900

Large Decorative Chinese Sword of Carved Ox Bone. Nice display piece, possibly a temple sword made entirely of ox bone sections
with carved immortals on the scabbard and bone blade. Overall length 37 1/2" Blade length 17".

596: 19th C. Chinese Fighting JIAN Sword in Copper mounts

USD 700 - 800

19th C. Chinese Fighting JIAN Sword in Copper mounts. With nice ornate carved copper mounts and fluted wood grip. Mounted with
a strong double edged blade of diamond section. In its original wooden scabbard matching the hilt. Overall length 25" Blade length
18".

597: Good 19th C. Chinese JIAN Short Sword Dagger in Sting

USD 800 - 900

Good 19th C. Chinese JIAN Short Sword Dagger in Sting Ray Skin Mounts. Very nice example of the traditional Chinese Jian short
fighting sword dating from the 1800s era, in its ornate brass mounts with Foo Dog guard details and other intricate ornaments, in its
dyed sting ray skin scabbard and fluted wood grip. Mounted with a sturdy double edged blade of diamond section with pointy
diamond tip, blade exhibiting original steel color with scattered patina stains. Overall length 23 3/4" Blade length 16 1/2.

598: Very Large 19th C. Silver Mounted Chinese Mongolian

USD 1,000 - 2,000

Very Large 19th C. Silver Mounted Chinese Mongolian Temple Sword . An exceptionally well sized and impressive example in its
lower grade silver mounts having elaborate decorations with lovely dragons and other intricate details, both dragons having small red
and yellow stones in their eyes. Further set with multiple large and small Turquoise stones to hilt and scabbard. Mounted with a large
flexible blade of Chinese DAO sword form, inside of the guard is incised with red felt-like fabric. Beautiful piece of massive
proportions, will make a fantastic display for your house, restaurant or even your private Buddhist Shrine... Total length 44" Blade
length 28 1/2".

599: Beautiful 19th C. Chinese Cloisonne Enamel Presentation

USD 1,200 - 1,500

Beautiful 19th C. Chinese Cloisonne Enamel Presentation JIAN Sword Dagger. A very ornate example in its gold gilt brass mounts
with extensive cloisonnÃ© enamel work. Mounted with a strong double edged blade with thin central fuller. Light wear consistent with
the age. Very Attractive 19th century piece, almost identical to the one featured in the book. Overall length 28" Blade length 14".

600: Very Rare 17th -18th C. HUGE Chinese Tibetan Sword with

USD 1,000 - 2,000

Very Rare 17th -18th C. HUGE Chinese Tibetan Sword with Damascus Blade. An exceptionally rare early example of Chinese
Tibetan Battle sword, of spectacular length, with shark skin covered grip and iron hilt mounts, having red enamel to the inside of the
guard and lined in brass and copper inlays to the one side of the pommel, with interesting spikes on top. Mounted with a massive
straight single edged blade of fine layered Damascus steel, lower blade bearing an early engraved inscription of two large
characters. A spectacular sword of very seldom encountered length, feels great in hand and is surely a very battle efficient weapon.

601: Very Rare 19th C. Chinese River Pirates HUDIE

USD 2,500 - 3,500

Very Rare 19th C. Chinese River Pirates HUDIE SHAUNGDAOA Double Sword. Exceptionally rare Qing Dynasty example in its
original hide leather scabbard with profiled decorations, signed with Chinese characters on top. With its heavy chiseled brass mounts
and horn grips adorned with profiled brass medallions, each flattened on the interior. The broad, single-edged blades of thick section,
expanding continuously to the broad tips, with shallow fullers along each spine and struck marks, together with inlaid copper
medallions at either forte. Both blade with very finely worked spines. A very rare weapon indeed, most likely used by Chinese River
Pirates in the 1800s. Overall length 21" Blade length 15 1/2".
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602: 18th-19th C. Chinese Tibetan Iron Helmet with Silver

USD 1,500 - 2,500

18th-19th C. Chinese Tibetan Iron Helmet with Silver Dragon Inlays . A very impressive large helmet of well wrought iron having
multi plated construction with riveted visor, all inlaid with silver decorations. Original neck guard hangers with replaced wire. Top of
the helmet with an open tubular spike for air ventilation, possibly to hold feathers as well. An attractive and rare piece of armor used
by Chinese or Tibetan warriors in the Qing Dynasty era.

603: Ancient 200 BC.- 200 AD. Han Dynasty Chinese or

USD 2,000 - 3,000

Ancient 200 BC.- 200 AD. Han Dynasty Chinese or Mongolian Bronze Helmet Armor. A very large excavated bronze helmet used by
Chines or Mongolian warriors and dating back from around Han dynasty era, approximately 200 BC. of solid heavy bronze exhibiting
heavy green patina throughout with areas of deteriorated metal and losses consistent with its extreme age.

604: Spectacular HUGE 18th-19th C. Chinese Two Handed DAO

USD 3,500 - 4,500

Spectacular HUGE 18th-19th C. Chinese Two Handed DAO Sword with Gold Dragons. A truly amazing Massive weapon of Qing
Dynasty Chinese warriors, probably used all the way through the Boxer Rebellion period and was likely used by skilled swordsmen
against cavalry troops. With a well wrought steel blade broadening towards the tip, engraved on both sides with elaborate Dragon
images with gold gilt finish. With its iron guard of octagonal form, engraved and gilt on one side en suite to the blade. Exceptionally
long wood grip which fits 4 hands, wrapped in its original straw cover and having iron ring pommel as an extension of the tang. A
blood chilling weapon of spectacular massive proportions. Total length 53" Blade length 34 1/2".

Image unavailable

605: 19th C. Qing Dynasty Chinese GUAN DAO Pole Arm Sword

USD 1,500 - 2,500

19th C. Qing Dynasty Chinese GUAN DAO Pole Arm Sword. A long shafted weapon used by Chinese warriors in the mid to late
1800s and through the Boxer Rebellion era. With a distinctive cresentemoon blade with broadened tip and thick spine, mounted on
its original wooden shaft with brass collar. A very exciting large weapon, very battle-efficient. Total length 85" Blade length 21 1/2".

606: Large 19th C. Chinese Tiger Spear Fork Halberd Pole Arm

USD 1,200 - 1,500

Large 19th C. Chinese Tiger Spear Fork Halberd Pole Arm Sword Dagger. A massive example with very strong flattened double
edged side blades and spiked middle blade of square section, having a long socket for mounting on the shaft. Mounted on its original
long wooden pole. Total length 78 1/2" Head length 21 1/2" Head width 15".

607: Chinese Boxer Rebellion era or Earlier Tiger Fork Spear

USD 800 - 1,200

Chinese Boxer Rebellion era or Earlier Tiger Fork Spear Halberd Pole Arm Sword DaggerA scarce example with flattened double
edged side blades in oppose to more common spiked bladed examples, used by guards and soldiers of late 19th to early 20th
century, actively used during the Boxer Rebellion period. With a broad middle spike of diamond section. The outer blades forged in
one separate piece and affixed to the middle one by iron rivets with brass flower caps. On its original wooden pole. Total length 95
1/2" Head length 28 1/4" Head width 13 1/2".

608: Ornate Dragon mounted 19th C. Chinese Trident Halberd

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Ornate Dragon mounted 19th C. Chinese Trident Halberd Pole Arm Spear Sword Dagger. Very nice Asian polearm wrought of good
steel with dagger like blades and diamond section middle spike. Mounted on its original bamboo shaft with a large gilt brass collar
with fabulous Dragon terminal. Total length 81 1/2" Head length 13 1/2" Head width 8 3/4".
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609: Unusual 19th C. Chinese Engraved Halberd Pole Arm Spear

USD 800 - 1,200

Unusual 19th C. Chinese Engraved Halberd Pole Arm Spear Sword Dagger. Very unusual example with a long single edged blade of
leafed form, engraved on both sides with intricate scrolls. Mounted on its original bamboo shaft with gilt brass collar. Total length 85
1/2" Head length 16 1/2".

610: Interesting 19th C. Chinese Engraved Halberd Pole Arm

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Interesting 19th C. Chinese Engraved Halberd Pole Arm Spear Sword Dagger. With a well wrought steel head of multi-bladed
construction, having two symmetrical cresentemoon blades affixed with steel rivet on to the main broad double edged spear blade,
having engraved scrolled decorations to both sides. On its original bamboo shaft with gilt brass collar. Total length 82 3/4" Head
length 13 1/2" Head width 9".

611: Rare Qing Dynasty 18th - 19th C. Chinese Silver mounted

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Rare Qing Dynasty 18th - 19th C. Chinese Silver mounted Horse Saddle, A beautiful example with elaborate silver and copper
mounts showing very fine detailed decorations. Wooden body retaining its partially worn leather and fabric dressings. An
exceptionally attractive piece, probably owned by a nobleman or an important Chinese military figure of status and rank. Size 19 1/2"
x 14" x 11 1/2".

612: Rare 15th C. English Archer's Sword in Fine Custom Case

USD 2,500 - 4,500

Rare Medieval 15th C. English Archer's Sword in Fine Custom Case. A fascinating early example found at the Bosworth Field where
it was laying since the battle in 1485. In a fine quality custom made glassed case for hanging on the wall or displayed on the table.
Case size 37" x 14 1/2" x 3 1/2". Sword length 23 3/4" Blade length 19".

613: Huge 16th-17th C. German Landsknecht Two-Handed Sword

USD 4,000 - 6,000

Huge 16th-17th C. German Landsknecht Two-Handed Sword. A gigantic two-handed sword with a well wrought steel double edged
blade with extended ricasso area for additional grip option in battle. Iron hilt mounts with elaborate guard and large egg shaped
pommel, original carved wooden grip with remains of black paint finish. A spectacular example, blade retaining sharp edged and with
just enough flexibility and perfect balance for most efficient combat operation in hands of a skilled warrior. Total length 56 1/2" Blade
length 47 1/2".

614: Rare 15th-16th C. German Landsnecht Two-handed BASTARD

USD 3,500 - 4,500

Rare 15th-16th C. German Landsnecht Two-handed BASTARD Sword. An impressive battle sword of the fearsome Germanic
Landsnecht warriors. Of the hand and a half Bastard sword type but with the grip long enough for full two-handed operation in
combat. Retaining its carved wood grip with large iron pommel and strong long cross guard. Mounted with a very well balanced and
very powerful long double edged blade of somewhat diamond cross section, showing light to moderate age patina and fine pitting
throughout. Rare early example, feels fantastic in hands. Total length 48" Blade length 36 1/4".

615: Medieval era 14th-15th C. English or Italian Crusader's

USD 2,500 - 3,500

Medieval era 14th-15th C. English or Italian Crusader's Knight's Sword. A very nice and exceptionally well balanced Knightly sword
of the Crusader's type, having large wheel pommel and straight cross guard with tapered finials. Grip with some sort of old skin or
hide cover. Mounted with a broad double edged blade having large shallow fuller to each side, slightly worn at the tip and retaining
good sharp edges due to its fine early high carbon steel. Total length 36 1/4" Blade length 30" Blade width 1 3/4".
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616: Massive Medieval 12th-14th C. Crusader Knight's Sword,

USD 4,500 - 6,500

Massive Medieval 12th-14th C. Crusader Knight's Sword, English or Italian. A very impressive large and early Crusader's sword
example with its massive wheel pommel and strong straight cross guard having tapered and flattened finials, grip has deteriorated
with time as the sword was probably in the ground for quite a while, although has survived in very nice solid condition with much
surface rust but retaining its full strength to the hilt and powerful broad double edged blade of somewhat diamond section, having
good deep fuller to each side for nearly half of its length. A very exciting large sword, used by the early crusader warriors during the
end of Dark Ages era. Total length 45 1/2" Blade length 38 1/2" Blade width 1 7/8".

617: Medieval 12th-15th C. Crusader's Sword Blade with Guard

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Medieval 12th-15th C. Crusader's Sword Blade with Guard . An early medieval soldier's sword in semi-excavated condition, missing
the grip and retaining its iron cross guard and broad double edged blade with its still sharp edges and slightly worn tip. Total length
34" Blade length 30".

618: Good Excavated 12th-14th C. Medieval Crusader Knight's

USD 1,000 - 2,000

Good Excavated 12th-14th C. Medieval Crusader Knight's Sword Blade. An excellent excavated example of an early Knight's sword,
of substantial size and width, still retaining good solid structure. Showing heavy surface oxidation due to its excavated condition.
Total length 38 1/4" Blade length 32" Blade width 2 1/4" at lower ricasso.

619: Rare 10th-12th C. Excavated Viking Broad Sword

USD 2,500 - 3,500

Rare 10th-12th C. Excavated Viking Broad Sword. A very nice excavated example of the early Viking sword, retaining its distinctively
down-turned guard with ball finials and pommel. Still much life left to its overall heavily oxidized body. Total length 32 1/4" Blade
length 25 1/2" Blade width 2 1/4" at lower ricasso.

620: Excavated 12th-14th C. Medieval Crusader Knight's Broad

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Excavated 12th-14th C. Medieval Crusader Knight's Broad Sword Blade. Another nice excavated example of the early Crusader's
sword blade, in it's heavily oxidated shape but with much firmness and character left in its body. Total length 34" Blade length 28"
Blade width 2".

621: Rare Excavated 6th-4th C. BC. AKINAK Short Sword Blade,

USD 600 - 900

Rare Excavated 6th-4th C. BC. AKINAK Short Sword Blade, Greek or Persian. Interesting ancient weapon which was an iron short
sword or long dagger used during the first millennium BC in the eastern Mediterranean regions, primarily by Persian and Scythians,
later by Greeks. This excavated sword example features a broad double edged blade which still remains much strength and certain
very light degree of flexibility, showing heavy surface rust and oxidation. A fascinating early warriors weapon, of good quality metal
having survived several thousands of years in the ground. Total length 23 1/2" Blade length 19 1/2" Blade width 2 3/8".

622: Ancient 10th - 2nd C. BC Greek or Persian Iron Short

USD 1,000 - 2,000

Ancient 10th - 2nd C. BC Greek or Persian Iron Short Sword Dagger with Bronze Hilt. A very early excavated example of either
Persian or Greek short sword, having its distinctively shaped solid bronze hilt with fluted mushroomed pommel and wearing a very
lightly down-curved single edged iron blade. With heavy oxidation but still remaining solid and with much life in its Ancient body.
Total length 23" Blade length 18 1/4".
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623: Medieval era 14th -15th C. German Knight's RONDEL

USD 700 - 900

Medieval era 14th -15th C. German Knight's RONDEL Dagger. A very nice excavated example of the early German "rondel" which
survived in good solid condition with heavy pitting throughout. With its sturdy single edged blade of distinctive form and steel guard
moving freely on the tang, topped with nice disked pommel having lightly fluted rim decorations, as well as the rim of the guard. Total
length 12 1/2" Blade length 8 1/2".

624: Medieval era 14th -15th C. German Knight's RONDEL

USD 800 - 1,200

Medieval era 14th -15th C. German Knight's RONDEL Dagger with Decorated Blade. A very nice excavated example of the early
German "Rondel" dagger which survived in good solid condition with heavy pitting and oxidation throughout. With its very sturdy
single edged blade of distinctive form having two fullers to each side, both with a series of engraved circular markings or decorations,
still partially visible on both sides. Nice round pommel showing flower-like design. Total length 11 1/4" Blade length 7 3/4".

625: Excavated Medieval European Rondel or Bullock Dagger

USD 300 - 500

Excavated Medieval European Rondel or Bullock Dagger Blade. A double edged blade heavily corroded from being in the ground for
many centuries. Lower blade with two short fullers and possible maker mark. Total length 17" Blade length 14 1/2".

626: Excavated Medieval European Left Hand Dagger Blade

USD 300 - 500

Excavated Medieval European Left Hand Dagger Blade. With a distinctive double edged blade of diamond section, retaining its
original iron guard. Total length 13 3/4" Blade length 8 3/4".

627: Medieval 12th-15th C. Excavated German Knife Dagger

USD 200 - 300

Medieval 12th-15th C. Excavated German Knife Dagger. Of one piece steel with a slightly down-curved single edged blade. Total
length 8 1/2".

628: Good Medieval 14th-15th C. German Knife Dagger with

USD 600 - 800

Good Medieval 14th-15th C. German Knife Dagger with Marked Blade. A nice example of the early Germanic dagger, having a very
thick and sturdy single edged blade showing various markings on both sides. Either later restored or replaced wooden grips with
copper rivets and original iron guard on one side of the grip as it was initially designed. Total length 12 1/2" Blade length 7 3/4".

629: Rare Early Medieval 10th -12th C. Iron Mace Head

USD 600 - 900

Rare Early Medieval 10th -12th C. Iron Mace Head. A very cool and very early iron battle mace, most likely Germanic or Eastern
European, in excavated condition but still very strong with distinctive high relief perforations to its surface. Diameter 3".
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630: Nice Quality 17th - 18th C. Carved Portrait of

USD 500 - 700

Nice Quality 17th - 18th C. Carved Portrait of Hungarian or Polish Nobleman. Well carved of fine and noble material, mounted on a
Tortoise frame. Most likely a Period carving of the 17th-18th century Polish/Hungarian nobleman. Size 3" x 2".

631: Franz Bergmann (1861 - 1936) Vienna Bronze ARMS SELLER

USD 600 - 900

Lovely quality Vienna Bronze of an Arab weapons seller, sitting on the rug with Shamshir sword in his hands and sword and pistols
on the floor. Franz Bergmann, Austrian (1861 - 1936) Signed "Nem Greb" on obverse side. Size 5" x 6" x 4 1/2"

632: 19th C. Cast Metal Statute Figure of French Napoleonic

USD 300 - 600

19th C. Cast Metal Statute Figure of French Napoleonic Hussar with Sword. 6.25" tall

633: Rare Antique Whale Tooth Carved as a Christian Monk

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Wonderful Carved Antique Whale Tooth in form of a Christian Monk. A truly fine carving on the large Antique whale tooth, most likely
done by an English sailor, the Monk is probably a Friar Tuck, one of the "Robin Hood" characters. Height: 5 3/4". Width: 2 1/4"

634: Nice Quality Erotic Scrimshaw on Antique Whale Tooth

USD 800 - 1,200

Nice Quality Erotic Scrimshaw on Antique Whale Tooth . Of absolutely Beautiful quality and superb detail, depicting a Gorgeous
nude woman in high heeled boots with her Unicorn horse. Maker marked. Awesome quality piece. Height: 4". Width: 2 1/2"

635: Nice Antique 19th C. Large Carved Wood Statue of an

USD 400 - 800

Nice Antique 19th C. Large Carved Wood Statue of an Early Crusader Knight Warrior Soldier. With his shield and sword, highlighted
with gilt details. Cool piece of substantial size and age. Height: 29 2/4". Length: 6 1/2". Width: 5 3/4"

636: Fine Antique Porcelain Plaque Painting of Jesus Christ

USD 800 - 1,200

A most beautiful image of Christ's passion, a vividly painted circular porcelain, European, circa mid-1800s. Jesus is shown with his
hands bound and his head bleeding from an especially large crown of thorns with a purple cloak falling from his shoulder. He looks
pleadingly to the heavens for strength. In excellent condition, set into the original gesso frame showing expected signs of time. Size
with frame: 14" x 14". Image size: 8 1/2" in diameter.
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637: Antique 19th C. Porcelain Plaque Painting of a 17th C.

USD 800 - 1,200

Antique 19th C. Porcelain Plaque Painting of a 17th C. Guard Soldier with Sword Armor Helmet, Artist Signed "J.B.". Size in frame
11 1/2" x 9 1/2"Plaque 10" x 8"

638: 16th-17th C. Period Oil Painting of a Nobleman in Fancy

USD 500 - 1,000

16th-17th C. Period Oil Painting of a Nobleman in Fancy Armor with Rapier Sword & Dagger. Very old period Oil on Canvas portrait
probably made life off of a posing person. According to the high level of armor the guy was some sort of royalty or just an
exceptionally wealthy individual of status and rank. Very nice details and Spectacular armor quality. Size in frame 16" x 14", Painting
10 1/2" x 8 1/2"

639: Excellent 15th C. Style Gothic German Knight's Armor

USD 4,500 - 6,500

Excellent 15th C. Style Gothic German Knight's Suit of Armor. Very fine Victorian example of Maximilian era knight's suit of armor
with its impressive Salette helmet and fully articulated elements throughout. Height without the base: 70". SWORD AND HALBERD
ARE NOT INCLUDED ! PLEASE NOTE, YOU ARE BIDDING ON A SUIT OF ARMOR ONLY ! THIS SWORD AND HALBERD ARE
OFFERED AS SEPARATE INDIVIDUAL LOTS IN OUR SALE !

640: Rare 16th C. Style German or English Jousting Armor

USD 3,500 - 4,500

Rare 16th C. Style German or English Jousting Knight's Suit of Armor.Very good Victorian example of rare style well wrought of very
heavy gauge steel with fully articulated parts and a very cool large and heavy closed helmet. The fabric skirt is a contemporary
addition. Fantastic Sabatons (Foot Armor) on this rare style suit ! Height without the base: 66 1/2". SWORD IS NOT INCLUDED,
PLEASE NOTE, THAT YOU ARE BIDDING ON A SUIT OF ARMOR ONLY! THIS SWORD IS OFFERED AS SEPARATE
INDIVIDUAL LOT #19 IN OUR SALE!

641: Nice 16th-17th C. Style German/English Knight's Armor

USD 3,500 - 4,500

Very Nice 16th-17th C. Style German/English Knight's Suite of Armor. A good Victorian example well wrought of exceptionally heavy
and strong gauge steel with fully articulated parts. The fabric skirt is a contemporary addition. Height without the base: 73". SWORD
IS NOT INCLUDED, PLEASE NOTE, YOU ARE BIDDING ON A SUIT OF ARMOR ONLY ! THIS SWORD IS OFFERED AS
SEPARATE INDIVIDUAL LOT #63 IN OUR SALE !

642: 17th C. English Civil War Style Pikemans Armor & Helmet

USD 2,500 - 3,500

A very attractive example wrought of heavy gauge steel with multi-plated leg armor held together and decorated with countless iron
rivets and attached to the cuirass by hinges, held by four hooks. Brass rivets to the backplate lower rim. With a later replaced leather
waist and shoulder straps and possibly refreshed black paint finish. Helmet with remains of original leather lining. Purchased by its
owner about 5 years ago in a museum sellout in a town of Stratford-upon-Avon, England.

643: 16th-17th C. Italian/English Engraved PARTISAN Halberd

USD 1,200 - 1,800

Interesting early European polearm, of the Partisan type, with a large well wrought steel blade, having a double edged dagger
shaped blade and two curved side hooks for blocking or taking down the horsemen. Blade retains traces of engraved decorations on
both sides. Mounted on a long wooden shaft with tassel, possibly original to the blade and bearing a very interesting label towards
the middle of its length. Total length 90" Head is 17" Blade width 2 1/4" at the base.
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644: 14th-15th C. Italian or Scottish "Ox Tongue" Halberd.

USD 1,200 - 1,800

A rare example of the Medieval era polearm of the type referred to as an "Ox Tongue" with its broad double edged blade terminating
with a strong pointy armor piercing tip. The head of the polearm is wrought of good strong steel and shows slightly raised central
ridge on one side while the other remains flat, in case the shaft was broken in the battle this impressive blade could easily serve as a
dagger or short sword in combat. Total length 97" Head length 27" Head width 3 3/4".

645: 16th-17th C. PARTISAN Halberd Spear Russian or Italian

USD 1,200 - 1,800

Early example of a European Partisan type polearm, with a double edged dagger shaped blade with two hooked protrusions for
blocking attacks and dragging the horsemen down, one side of the blade with early marking of two letters one of which is most likely
Cyrillic letter "E" so the weapon is very likely to be of Russian origin from around the times of Czar "Ivan the Terrible". Rare and early
piece, mounted on a later shaft. Total length 78 1/2" Head length 22" Blade width 2 1/4" Total width 7".

646: 17th-18th C. German / French Battle Lance Halberd Spear

USD 1,000 - 1,500

A good early battle lance with a strong double edged dagger style blade of triangular cross section with two small pierced circles at
the base. Mounted on its original wooden shaft of octagonal section. A well used battle weapon. Total length 90" Blade length 21"
Blade width 2".

647: 16th-17th C. Swiss or German Long-Spike Halberd Polearm

USD 1,500 - 2,000

A nice early example, with an exceptionally long top spike of diamond section and a distinctively formed head of a Swiss Guard's
type halberds. Mounted on its original wood shaft with velvet fabric decorated with countless tacks. The shaft is in two halves
connected by a metal tube which is attached to the lower half of the shaft. Total length 85 1/2" Head length 32" Head width 10" Spike
length 26 1/2".

648: 17th-18th C. English/American Halberd Ax/Dagger Polearm

USD 1,500 - 2,000

A nice early example of a primitive construction, possibly used during the American Revolution, may be even American made,
having a combination Ax head with a long curved back spike and a double edged dagger form blade on top, the ax blade is struck
with a half moon maker's mark. Mounted on its original wooden shaft with possibly later tassel, the shaft comes in two haves held
together by a long metal tube which is fixed to the lower half. Total length 72 1/2" Head length 14 1/4" Head width 9" Top double
edged blade 9 1/4".

649: 17th-19th C. Polish Austrian Hungarian Polearm Halberd

USD 1,500 - 2,500

A very ornate example with a thick and beefy blade having a flamboyant spear tip, very well wrought of strong steel and featuring a
crowned double eagle with chiseled and open work decorations. Mounted on its original wooden shaft with fancy threaded tassel.
Very attractive piece, probably Polish or Austrian. Total length 87" Head length 16 1/2" Head width 6 1/4".

650: 19th C. Italian Iron SPETUM Halberd Polearm Spear

USD 500 - 800

A nice later example of the Italian Spetum polearm, with a cast iron head of a distinctive form showing ornate floral scrolls
decorations. Mounted on its original wooden shaft with fabric tassel. Overall length 67 1/2" Head length 16 1/2" Head width 5 3/4".
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651: 18th C. American Revolution Halberd Polearm Spear

USD 1,000 - 1,500

A nice American made example of somewhat primitive construction, used during the American war for Independence in the late
1700s. With its strong steel head of distinctive form having a small ax blade continued by the long hook for dragging down the
horsemen and topped with a very strong and sturdy dagger shaped double edged blade. Mounted on its original shaft of octagonal
section, which was later cut in two halves, probably to make the shipping possible. A good and well used Revolutionary war weapon
with much character and evidence of extensive service during the war. Total length 95" Head length 10 1/2" Head width 7".

652: Pair of 15th C. Style French VOULGE Polearm Ax Halberds

USD 1,500 - 2,500

A nice looking pair of Voulge polearms, with their broad single edged blades of distinctive Hatchet form similar to the Glaive
polearms, both used during the later Medieval era by French and Italian troops. Mounted on their octagonal section wood poles by
long steel sideplates each riveted by three large spiked bolts. Lover blades reinforced by riveted plates and retaining good sharp
edges with a distinctive caved in tip. Total length 66" Blade 22" Blade width including the back spike 5 3/4" or 4 1/2" without the
spike.

653: 17th-18th C. European Halberd maybe American Revolution

USD 1,000 - 1,500

A very attractive and well shaped halberd head, well wrought of strong steel with a distinctive ax head topped with a broad double
edged dagger shaped blade having strong central ridge reinforcement. Most likely a 17th century piece but may have been used
through the American Revolution era.

654: Massive 16th-17th C. German or English Executioner's Ax

USD 1,000 - 1,500

A heavy massive head, possibly off of a beheading ax use by either German or English executioner of the Renaissance era. Well
forged of powerful chunk of steel and having a maker's stamp on one side with an arrow marking and partially worn name. An
impressive piece, still retaining good edge. Width 12 1/4" Striking edge 10 3/4" Weight 4 Lb 11 Oz.

655: 14th-15th C. French or Scottish VOULGE Polearm Halberd

USD 1,500 - 2,500

A very exciting early Voulge polearm example of quite massive proportions, well forged of strong steel with two large maker marks to
one side. The broad single edged blade having a deeply curved hook-tip for catching and dragging down the horsemen or snatching
the sword and other weapons from the knight's hand. Awesome and vicious weapon of the late Medieval era warriors, circa 1400s or
earlier. Most polearms of this type were used by French or Italian soldiers, however some suggest that there are some known
Scottish used examples of similar form. Length 18" Width with brackets 9" Blade width 5".

656: Rare 16th-17th C. English or German Executioner's Ax

USD 2,500 - 3,500

A massive early example of the Beheading ax used by an European executioner of the late Medieval to early Renaissance era. With
its super heavy and powerful steel head that will surely do the job at the first impact. One side of the ax with a partially preserved
struck maker's mark. Mounted on a very old wooden shaft, probably native to the ax head, and possibly later reinforced with a steel
shield on top of the shaft, affixed by three nails. An exceptionally impressive and blood chilling attribute of dark ages justice
system.Length 32 1/4" Head width 13 1/2" Striking edge 10 1/2".
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657: Huge 15th-16th C. European Executioner's Beheading Ax

USD 2,500 - 3,500

Massive early example of the Dark Ages European executioner's ax most commonly used for the beheading ceremony so popular by
the Justice system of the era. With a well wrought heavy steel head of distinctive form, guaranteed to do its job at the first and only
impact. Mounted on a wooden shaft of substantial age, which is likely to be a slightly later replacement. Huge and blood chilling
piece, gives you goosebumps just holding it in hands. Length 33 3/4" Head length 14 1/4" Striking edge 9 3/4".

658: Very Impressive French Napoleonic era Large Sapper's Ax

USD 1,000 - 1,500

A very good example of the French First Empire period Sapper's ax, of very substantial size with its heavy and massive steel head
having a powerful spike to the back, suitable for the variety of heavy duty tasks during the war. Mounted on its original wooden shaft
with ball shaped hand stopper end. Great piece, definitely well used during the Napoleonic wars era. Total length 35 3/4" Head
length 13 3/4" Striking edge 4 1/2".

659: Rare 15th-17th C. German "Morgenstern" Flail Mace

USD 2,500 - 4,500

A vicious early weapon used mainly by the Germanic peasants of the Medieval to early Renaissance era, often referred to as
Morgenstern (Morning Star) also known as "Holly Water Sprinkler", this scary and deadly example having a large heavy iron ball with
sharp spikes all around, only one spikes missing. Mounted on a strong-linked chain attached to the iron spike with a large oval ring,
all mounted on its long wooden shaft of octagonal section with a hole at the end for the wrist strap, making this deadly weapon
suitable for effective two-handed grip and most efficient operation in battle. Rare weapon of very desirable type, very dangerous and
absolutely deadly at impact. Feels quite fantastic in hands. Shaft length 36 1/4" including the iron spike. Chain is 16 1/4". Ball
diameter approximately 4 1/4" to 4 1/2" (not counting the length of the spikes)

660: Unusual 16th-17th C. Polearm Ax Mace possibly Russian

USD 600 - 900

A very early and unusual long shafted weapon, having a strong small hand forged ax head of very distinctive form, probably used
more as a mace than a edged weapon, nevertheless retaining good edge and pointy recurved striking edge. Mounted on a later long
wooden shaft. Possibly a Russian or Ottoman Turkish weapon from around 1500s or slightly later. Total length 59 1/2" Head length 5
1/4".

661: 17th-19th C. Islamic Persian or Indian War Hammer Mace

USD 800 - 1,200

An early weapon of a scarce type, most likely used by an Indo-Persian warrior for punching through helmets and lighter types of
armor, as well as catching and pulling out swords and daggers from the opponent's hand. With its well forged steel head of hammer
shape to one side and long strong hook to the other, all profusely inlaid with silver koftgari work now considerably worn. Mounted on
its original fabric covered wood shaft with two large iron bolsters decorated en suite with the blade. Total length 25 1/2" Head length
6 1/2".

662: 17th-19th C. Islamic Persian or Indian War Hammer Mace

USD 800 - 1,200

An early weapon of a scarce type, most likely used by an Indo-Persian warrior for punching through helmets and lighter types of
armor, as well as catching and pulling out swords and daggers from the opponent's hand. With its well forged steel head of skull
crasher shape to one side and long strong hook to the other, all profusely inlaid with silver koftgari work now considerably worn.
Mounted on its original fabric or some sort of delicate leather covered wood shaft with two large iron bolsters decorated en suite with
the blade. Total length 22 1/2" Head length 10".
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663: Rare 16th-17th C. Ottoman Turkish Long Chain Mail Armor

USD 4,500 - 6,500

Rare 16th-17th C. Ottoman Turkish Long Chain Mail Armor Shirt. Very good early example of Turkish warrior's battle shirt of
exceptional length. Constructed of large and heavy interconnected links, each sealed by a pinned rivet. Incredible piece, the amount
of work put in to making such shirt is just mind blowing. Very rare to find in such length. Height: 53 1/2".

664: Rare 18th C. Islamic Arabic Warrior's Chain Mail Armor

USD 2,500 - 3,500

A seldom encountered variation of an Arabic warrior's battle shirt. With its interconnected steel links, each of the twisted
double-coiled formation. With its long collar which can be opened or closed to cover the neck and chest cavity. Held by a small iron
hook on the other part of the collar. A very rare style of links in oppose to a more common riveted construction, these ones
interconnect as key-rings by sliding inside each other. Height: 29"

665: Spectacular 18th - 19th C. Persian Qajar Dynasty Huge

USD 2,500 - 3,500

Spectacular 18th - 19th C. Persian Qajar Dynasty Huge Double Headed Axe. Massive weapon of exceptional and rare size wrought
entirely of steel with fine etched and gold inlaid decorations. The top ornament is silver damascened with considerable wear, but still
visible traces of Islamic calligraphy. A fantastic and rare piece of Persian Qajar Dynasty era. Overall length: 48 1/4". Blade length:
16"

666: Rare Huge 17th - 18th C. Indian BULOVA Axe, Possibly

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Rare Huge 17th - 18th C. Indian BULOVA Axe, Possibly Executioners Weapon. A truly giant example of an Indian bulova, most likely
used by an executioner or possibly by a very big Indian warrior. With its original bamboo shaft and exceptionally well wrought steel
blade with gilt brass decorations to each side. Overall length: 43". Blade length: 23" Blade width: 9 3/4"

667: 19th C. Islamic Arabic Arab SHAMSHIR SAIF Sword in

USD 2,000 - 3,000

19th C. Islamic Arabic Arab SHAMSHIR SAIF Sword in Silver Mounts, A good Arabic example in ornate silver furniture with
engraved decorations. Mounted with a strong and sturdy blade, having unusual carved markings and engraved decorations. Lower
blade bearing a struck makers mark containing Islamic calligraphy. Overall length: 40". Blade length: 29 1/2"

668: Fine 18th C. Persian Wootz Damascus KANJAR Dagger

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Fine 18th C. Persian Wootz Damascus KANJAR Dagger. Good early example with a vicious deeply curved double-edged blade
having central ridge reinforcement. Showing very fine watered patterns of Wootz Damascus steel. Mounted with a large one piece
grip of noble material. Profusely carved with Persian figures and Islamic scripts. Overall length: 17 1/2". Blade length: 11"

669: 18th C. Ottoman Turkish Islamic Wootz Damascus JAMBIYA

USD 1,500 - 2,500

18th C. Ottoman Turkish Islamic Wootz Damascus JAMBIYA Dagger in Silver Mounts. A beautiful large dagger in filigree silver
mounts and a dark horn grip. Mounted with a fine quality Wootz Damascus blade showing very active watered patterns throughout.
Lower blade with intensive gold inlaid decorations including makers signature and other Islamic scripts, probably of religious nature.
In its original red velvet covered scabbard with matching to the hilt silver mounts. Overall length: 17 3/4". Blade length: 10 1/2"
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670: 19th C. Indian KANJAR Dagger with Carved Jade Stone and

USD 800 - 1,200

19th C. Indian KANJAR Dagger with Carved Jade Stone and Gold Inlaid Hilt. A very attractive large dagger with a robust single edge
d blade of re-curved form. Damascene with gold work at the forte. With its very large grip of carved jade stone and massive iron
pommel profusely decorated with gold Koftgari. In its original leather covered wooden scabbard. Overall length: 16 1/4". Blade
length: 9 1/4"

671: Very Fine 18th - 19th C. Ottoman Silver Mounted YATAGAN

USD 3,000 - 4,000

Very Fine 18th - 19th C. Ottoman Silver Mounted YATAGAN Sword with "Turkish Ribbon" Damascus Blade. Beautiful and rare
example with its large silver hilt with its very distinctive form and high-quality workmanship. Mounted with a rare blade of actively
patterned "Turkish Ribbon" Damascus steel. In its original leather covered wooden scabbard with embossed silver mounts showing
two-headed birds and flower decorations. Overall length: 32". Blade length: 21"

672: Rare 18th C. 1198=1784 Dated Ottoman Turkish Islamic

USD 1,500 - 2,500

Rare 18th C. 1198=1784 Dated Ottoman Turkish Islamic YATAGAN Sword with Damascus Steel Blade. Very unusual 18th C.
example with a STRAIGHT blade of actively patterned Damascus steel. One side with inlaid silver decorations including Islamic
writing and an Arabic date 1198, which corresponds to 1784 of Gregorian calendar. Having silver mounted hilt with horn inlays and
fine grips of noble material. In its original leather covered wood scabbard with brass mounts profusely engraved and embossed with
decorations. rare and early Yatagan example. Overall length:29 1/2". Blade length: 22"

673: 18th C. Persian Islamic Wootz Damascus SHAMSHIR Sword

USD 2,500 - 3,500

18th C. Persian Islamic Wootz Damascus SHAMSHIR Sword with Gold & Silver Decorations. A fine quality Persian battle saber with
profusely gold decorated iron mounts and bone grips. Mounted with a fine Wootz Damascus blade silver inlaid at the forte, followed
by the 3 inlaid gold dots. Showing watered patterns throughout its length. Overall length: 37 1/2". Blade length: 32 1/4"

674: Rare and Fine 17th-18th C. Mughal Indian Wootz Damascus

USD 3,500 - 4,500

Rare and Fine 17th-18th C. Mughal Indian Wootz Damascus SHAMSHIR Sword. An outstanding early example wearing a 17th C.
blade of exceptionally fine Wootz steel. One side bearing lightly worn early makers mark. With its large iron hilt of traditional form.
Featuring extensive gold Koftgari decorations. A very large saber of remarkable quality. Overall length: 40 1/4". Blade length: 34 1/2"

675: 18th - 19th C. Indian Mughal SHAMSHIR TULWAR Sword with

USD 800 - 1,200

18th - 19th C. Indian Mughal SHAMSHIR TULWAR Sword with Damascus Blade. Nice Indian battle saber in its gold gilt copper
mounts with a solid brass hilt of traditional form. Mounted with a large broad blade of layered Damascus steel. In its original velvet
fabric over wooden scabbard. Overall length: 36". Blade length: 30 1/2"

676: 18th - 19th C. Large Indian Mughal SHAMSHIR TULWAR

USD 800 - 1,200

18th - 19th C. Large Indian Mughal SHAMSHIR TULWAR Sword with Damascus Blade. Large powerful battle saber of Indian
Mughal warriors. With a large iron hilt of traditional form chiseled with floral decorations. Wearing a powerful heavy blade with a
slightly raised false edge tip, showing active watered Damascus steel patterns throughout. In its brass mounted leather over wood
scabbard. A very strong and powerful example. Overall length: 38 1/2" Blade length: 30 1/2"
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677: Good 18th C. Moroccan Islamic Arabic NIMCHA Sword with

USD 800 - 1,200

Good 18th C. Moroccan Islamic Arabic NIMCHA Sword with Layered Damascus Blade. An interesting early example having an
European blade of good layered Damascus steel. With its large iron guard of traditional style and a very large wooden grip. In its
original embossed leather scabbard with one copper and one brass mount. Good early saber, most likely 18th C. Overall length: 37
1/4". Blade length: 28 1/2"

678: Unusual 19th C. Indian Long Shafted ANKUS Dagger Spear

USD 600 - 900

A very nice and seldom encountered example of the Indian elephant steering device "Ankus", this one is mounted on very ornate
long wooden shaft with lovely painted decorations. The Ankus head is well wrought of steel with extensive silver Koftgari work.
Possibly used as a Spear of short stabbing device as well as it's main purpose to steer an elephant by poking him and pulling behind
the ears with a small hook. Circa 19th century or earlier, a Very unusual piece. Total length 57 1/2" Blade length 9".

